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Mahabat Khan's coupd^ fflain is an event of great significant^ 
in the history of the Hoghal empire. It was the first siaccessful 
revolt of a Mo^ui noble idhich replaced the emperor, virtually 
to the position of a prisonesr and transferee all reins of govern 
ment for the moment, into the hands of Mahabat Khan» ?ario«s 
factors, personal, political, and rellgiotas, combined to determine 
Mahabat •s attitude towards Jahajlii' and lefi to a serious though 
short lived crisis lai the Hoghal Esipire, This dissertation shich 
is being offered in lieu of paper foiK'tft.of M.A. final examination 
in histo]^, deals with a eonteaporaiTr account of this incident. 
Kami Shirazi, a poet of Jahangir's regln prepared a long versified 
history- Waqai-U£*^sman dealing with some of the iiaportant events 
of Jahangir*s reign. IM'ortunately the major portion of this 
Waqai- has disappeared, What remains is a fragment dealthg with 
the Mahabat K h ^ episode, preserved in the Biblio the eqiie 
Iationale» It was in view of its importance as a Contemporary 
source of inforsiation that a^ st:5»ervisQr Professor S.Huriil Hasan 
advised me to edit its Persisan text along with English translat-
ion introduction and notes. 
In preparing this t^t and collecting corroborative 
evidence I have made as extensive use of other contemporary 
sources as the time at my disposal and the scope of this piDperc^ '^ ? 
permitted. The Iqbal Naaa of Motamad Khan, the Tuzuk-i-JahanJC/tJ^  
and Jahangir Haiaa of Mulla Kasagar Husainimhave been carefully 
utilised* 
WAqarul Hasan Siddiqi 
mRQDPCflOH 
Like several poets tasking meter the simshine of the 
generosity and patx^nage of the lf)%hal court, Kami Shirasi 
also came from Shiraz and enjoyed the patronage of Htirjahan 
and Jahangir. He himself admits that fortisie elavated hia to a 
place as high as vanus* 
Little is kmmn about his life, Ko aiedieval or modem 
Teskira Kavis has referred to him* The autobiographical inforaatios 
in this ^ r k is totalizing in its meagreness* 
Titfo things «re hovever elear« First that he was a shia 
and very orthosdox in his view* He does not praise otl^r 
orthodox caliphs except *Ali* He sa^s that 'Ali was the real 
successor of prophet, again a view comsKinly hold by shias. 
He says that tli© prophet went for Miraj only on one occasion 
whila^Ali had the Hiraj every might. His itaur«!h Shiaism is 
beyond every criticism* 
His work Waqai-uz-Zaaan according to his account was a 
series of wrk and tfc^  present document is a part of bigger 
work. The other parts except this work is not known• 
The date of compilation is given as 1036 A.H, by the 
aiadiher himself. He ftjrther mentions that what he had recorded 
in the work was either heard or seen in the court by him. His 
accomt is one sided and partial to Hm'Jahan, AsafB Khan and 
Jaha2igir« 
The title Fatah Kaaa-i-Hur^ahan Begam appears to me as a 
later production. However in the end of the work he says ttiat 
this Fatalmama is meant for the praise of Hur Jahan. This title 
must have been given by the persons who had itii in their possessior 
Kami as a poet does not appear to be as great as M s other contem 
porary cowt poets* fie indulges in self praise and thiz&s himself 
greater than Firdausi* However he was a poet of lesser ability. 
His choice of words is not souz^, and the construction is loos© 
and the impression created by him is not forceful. His repetition^ 
of the historical events makes one weary. 
Kimi has travelled tar anfi vidle andhtsself states 
that "I gathered materials for the composition of sqt 
w r k frOBi Shiran,Ispheja, Tabriz^ Baghdad, Istaiibol 
aai Aleppo. I taBced of Hind and spoke of Kashmir and 
iMeed what precious pearls did I preporate regarding 
the historical events of the coiantiy of India*" 
liike all other loedieval writers Kaii^ i Shirazi starts 
vltii a to the Alslghty fus attribiztes and generosltie 
bestowed on maiikind. This Is followed ty a praise of the H o ^ 
Prophet In a most eloqu^t terms and ss^s that through His 
glory and light Adam obtained light for his existence, a 
prophet wiKj is the leader and chief of all prophets and who 
alone got the esteemed privilege^conversing with the ultimate 
Being. Hext the poet pays tributes to Hazrat »A11 the fourth 
orthodox caliph, and thereafter he speaks of the king «Iahanglr" 
in whose praise he shows great sincerety and devotion. 
After glorifying his power, dignity, royal splendour, in 
most eloquent a M beautiful words, the poet describes hov he 
chai»sed to get access to his court ^od how his poetic talents 
were aws^ded. He also gives, in this connection the date 
and time when, he began to compose this work in Firdausie* 
style* 
In this context he also alludes to the fact how he 
received the great prominence and status mder the benevolent 
king and imder whose pat^nage favour he began coursing 
a historical poem entitled "Maqa-uz-Eaman", He narrates a 
historical fact how Mahabat l^ xan turoed a rebel and incurred 
the royal displeasure. Mahabat Khan further did such things 
which catted great disrt^tion and chaos everywhere snd 
ultimately the kings* anger ki^w no boisid. He states that 
Ifahabat Shan committed villaiiK^i^ deeds, and did not discharge 
his duties efficiently and properly, did not keep vlgilent 
eye over tl^ ^es^ with the result that the rebels became 
strong* All these criminal deeds and conduct exasperated 
the king and he commanded Asaf Khan to send dismissal order 
to Mahabat Khan. Mhen he (Mahabat Khan) came to ki:^ w of it 
he felt it very misch and became angz^* 
Fldai Khan was sent to coiBmunlcate^royal order regarding 
the transfer of Mahabat Khan to Quia wuIiUlp of Bengal. Accord-
ing to Kavsas-i Mahabat Khan instigated prince Parvez to disobey 
the royal farastti and proceed to the cotirt. He was forbidden 
by the king to come to the court* Maf Khan being aware of 
his ctanningness and fra"Uds wrote to him to proceed towards 
Bengal. 
Thereafter, on accoisit of his base and imdesireable 
zKt 
condiict, he was relieved froiB/|^ govern©bship of Bengal and ite 
was siEuaoned to the royal coiirt. He, instead, arrived at Ran-
thaabore and collected an arn^ of Rajputs to help him at the 
time of battle. Asaf Khan got Hews that Mahabat Khan has an 
ari^^^re than ten tte}\asand Rajputs. Asaf Khan was worried 
at this news and he began to devise means ^ saving the prosperity 
of the kingdom. 
He informed the king to this effect and the king 
ordered that Mahabat Khan should be soon brought before his 
royal presence, but should not be allowed to open the way to 
conversation and should be kept away from the king. For this 
pt:appose a brave man Arab°anative of Shiraz popularly known 
as 'Qast^halib was sent 
king to bring him to the court, 
with all valuable jewellery and elephants of Bengal which 
Mahabat Khan has usurped from the property of Ibrahim Khan. 
Dast-Ghalib deserted to Mahabat Khan and fell a victim to 
royal wrath and displeasure and met his ultimate ruin. 
Mahabat Khan was worried and sought counsel with his advisors 
and at last sent respectful petition saying ** If I desftyve 
>f0proachment and humiliation, I am immedli:ately proceeding 
to the court attd covering the distance on d^ head and shall 
appraise the king of my state of affairsIf I have committed 
any misdeed, I will meet the consequence of your displeasure." 
In the meantime the king left Lahore and encamped in a desert 
in the neighbourhood of Lahore. Mahabat Khan*s spies reported 
to him about"the whereabout of the king. 
6" 
Be immediately started a M soiaght avdleme with the k ^ 
but when he was one halt away trem the royal court he was 
forbidden to come to the court without prior sanction. Mahabat 
Khan was utterly perplexed and tAiereafter was asked by Asaf 
Khan to sutnslt all wealth leweUery and treaswe he 
eaptm^ed in Bengal* He sent a reply that while in B^gal 
he had not araaassed wealth and that whatever he collected 
he reiiorselessly distributed it mmng his ars^ r men and 
frlenels wh© i#ere his si^porters. He fia-ther conveyed that he 
did not accuQti;d.ate anything for his personal interest. 
He did not sent anything except some elephants» He fiirther 
assured the king of his allegiance and faithfullness yet 
the king was cautious of his trickery looves* He therefore, 
did not allow him to come to hSui. He at last set out to 
the place where the king had encai^ed. 
In the third ancedote the poet describes the event 
of the cairossiz^ by the kings army of the river(Bahat) with 
the help of a bridge^ and the king remained at this side 
of the river with on3^ some elose associates of his hunting 
party. Mc^abat Ehan all of a sudden appeared before the royal 
camp. Such insolence, could never Asaf Khan expect from 
Hahabat IKhan* Hahabat Khan directly approached the royal tent 
wit^ut permisslon^ fiasd addressed the eagjeror and enquired 
as to «hat was his fat:^ t and added that If any error had 
been coaaaitted hy him the king had every right to severe his 
head from the body. The king was very much displease with 
all this insolence, yet as the situation was critical he did 
iK>t express his resentment. Thereafter Hahabat Khan reqi^sted 
very humbly to the king to ride his horse, so that the 
subjects and the people might get the opportunity of having 
a sight of their beloved king, t^ ie king agreed and came out > 
of his tent mounted and was led l^fa short while iu^ king 
returned to his can^ ), but did not find the Begisi there. 
He, therefore, coimsutiicated to the Begum^through Sadiq Khan^ 
his distress because of separation from her. 
> 
Bhe iiasaalso grieved at heart hut ^ t at all like the 
idea of being in compaBy with Mahabat Khan i^ hom she displsed^ 
hated and abused in the vilest phraseology* She further 
asswed the king that vas simere love for him yet 
she wanted to keep herself and theking aws^ aloof from 
the eompai:^ of that so called beast* 
•ftAe 
S^iq went back and assijred the kingj he did^ .^ feaest to bring 
her b^t she did ncit agree to accoi^any hia.She king then 
desired to eni<^ boating and wished to cross the river 
so that he adght meet Begm. Mahabat Khan did not €q(>prove 
this idea because he wanted tx> keep the king imder his 
ciastody and vigileme* A royal pageCQiaJu) was killed becaixse 
he wanted to provide the king with a special boat. B«t Jhe 
king was helpless for this, and was very much grieved at 
heart because of separation of his beloved que«3L and constantl 
escpressed his grief to his noblemen and intimate courtiers* 
He further sent t%«> messages, one to the queen and another 
to As&f Khan asking him not to indulge in warfare. Sadiq 
Ihan co!matinieate<ithese messages and said to Asaf Khan that 
so long the king Jahangir was with them all the people and 
SiPmymu will take a^medB against Mahabat Khan* isaf Khan 
was much agitated at this message and said that all this 
was aimed at c^ lrbing the increasing power of Mahabat Khan* 
He fiarther said that the purpose of that waJt was to extricate 
the king from the clutches of the villain as soon as possible 
his adherents and well wisl^rs* htAhKfuiJtCsn 
At last t ^ ^ptootieag for an assault were coB^)leted 
On one side of the river was Asaf Khan with the queen and 
on the other was Mahabat Khan with the emperor* The an^r 
of Mahabat Khan came in motion, under the nominal leadership 
of that king of tim vorld who accompanied Mahabat Khan, as 
he was extremely helpless and mder the present circiMstances. 
Aial from the other side the arnay of Asaf Khan advanced .the 
qt^en accompanied Asaf Khan with all her majesty* The army 
men and warriors of Asaf Khan bravely crossed the stxormy 
river Bahat ai^ showed great valoiir and bravery* 
Among these were Abu Talib^Pidai Khan, Iradat Khan, who 
all m^hed over and attacked the enemy with all force and 
ferocity. The only brother of Mahabat Khan was killed imder 
this severe assault. In the meantime Asaf Khan began to 
think of the safety of the king and feared that some harm 
might be rendered to him. ifeder this apprehensiiion he at 
at once changed his mind. WaAiie JIhe queen, engaged in severe 
war, was laader the impression that Asaf Khan was following 
her and was at her command. She therefore arranged the whole 
army from all sides and engaged herself in serioias war. She 
wanted to relieve and release the king from the hands of the 
enemy. Meanwhile she was informed that Asaf Khan was not 
with her and that he had changed his mind. When the warriors 
heard this they took to flight. Abu Talib and Fidai Khan left 
the battle-field and ultimately the queen also returned 
to her camp and mooted out other means for the release of 
the king. 
Thereafter the king with all the banners and arn^ 
left the capital of Lahore for Kabul and in the meantime 
an Afghan chief named A&ad was killed at the harwis of Zafar 
Khan and the head was s®it to the king. After crossing the 
river Seelah (most probably the name of river Indus or 
Jhelua) the En^eror proceeded towards Kabul. Zafar Khan 
along with Safdar Khan and other ch^s, welcomed the king 
and presented the head of the Afghan rebel chief, 
who was a miscreant and mischief monger* He was totally 
annihilated along with his family and his head was sent 
to Capital of Lahore. A befitting arrangement was made at 
Kabul to accord welcome to the king. He was very much pleased 
with the pleasant atmosphere and climate of Kabul. There 
was a garden which was a second paradise on earth and it 
was built by the emperor ^bar. As in Kabul proper there 
was less game the king designed that garden as his hunting 
field. 
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It was further ordered by the king that none should enter 
within the boia^aries of that garden. But this decision 
did not at all appeal the Kajputs. At thetime of hunting 
all the kings hiaatsiaen ickE starrounded the hunting field 
from all sides and did not allow aiQrone to come in, so 
that the king and his hunting eaqpedition might not be dis-
turbed. A groi^ of Bajputs; rushed towards the hunting party 
of the king«^ safid light encounter took place and a member of 
the roygJ. hunting party was killed. They did not report it 
but viien the king came back they complained of the mischief 
created by the Rajputs and said that when no one was allowed 
to enter, wiiy did they violate the order. The king was 
enraged and asked them to take revenge. Once in the royal 
camp a talk was going on that if ten Rajputs and hundred 
Mogimls happen to fight each other, according to Mahabat 
Khan, Rajputs were sure to win. The king replied that Rajputs 
are ejEpert ©«iy in fighting with spears and lances'find 
as a matter of fact none can face Moghuls. This conversation 
spread like wild fire, jfeth Mogliuls and Rajputs became 
zealous to i:^ hold their honour and prestige and began to 
make preparations. 
At last a battle took place betv^ een Moghuls ai^ the 
Rajputs. The Moghuls nmbered six hundred only and the 
Rajputs consisted a full ars^. In the beginning they fought 
with the gund and afterwards with the spears. In the battle 
about five hundred Rajputs were killed at the hands of 
those lion hearted Moghuls. A Rajput chief was also taken 
captive and he was sold as a slave. The Rajputs were greatly 
enraged. Consequently when Mahabat Khan demanded help from 
them they plainly refused. This Made Mahabat Khan utterly 
disappointed. He neither had rest nor sleep and in themean 
time he again heard of the revolt of the Hazaras. He conse-
quently send" Zaf ar Khan with a huge army to suppress them 
and fi:a*ther asked him to seize and capture a Rajput who wis 
a gallant soldier from the haMs of those Hazaras who hadi-
taken him captive. 
h 
After tfc&'ough search^ Zafar Khan siacceeded in bringing the 
Rajpiat chief before Mahabat Khan, who was exfecemely pleased 
at his return. With the massacre and mxjrder of so many 
Rajputs at the hands of those Hazaras, the heart of Miiahabat 
Khan was in great agoi^ and was bxurning with the passion 
of revenge* H© siabmitted to the king that he wanted to 
annihilate completely those rebelsC i*e. the Hazaras) 
The kingddid not consent. Then he withdrew with a heart 
f\jll of anger and malice, summoned three or foia* members of 
the Moghal party. They did not come and stayed where they 
were* Then Hahabat Khan t^ed means otherwise and exercised 
cwuningness and assiired them of his kindness. He further 
told them that he was their friend and si^porter. Then they 
came, under the order of their chief, to tell the tr^th. 
They sulaaitted that actually the battle and strife was 
initiated by the Rajputs who were more than six thousand 
in number, while they were at the most seven hundred. But 
by the grace of God victory fell at the side of the Moghuls. 
Then Mahabat Khan thought of an opportune moment and cunningly 
enquired the chief of the Moghuls, " I ask you, who declare 
yourselves our IQyal and obedient sr^porter, one subtle 
and secret point by way of complete secrecy. Do not hide 
anything and speak plainly, what is to be done with Asaf 
Khan. If you hide ai^thing you will lose my intimacy. He 
replied that whatever was done, was done and that he ought 
not repent i^on that he would not go astray from his 
obedience because he (Mahabat Khan) was his chief. He further 
informed him that a time will come when his affairs would be 
good and prosperous. 
Kami describes how Mahabat Khan was always in the 
cempany of the king and although he was the chief commander 
of the armies of the emperor, yet he did all things without 
the consent of the king. Every royal order was executed thrown 
hia and he was the sole performer of all affairs tdbiat he 
devised. The king was distressed by this but did not prote^ it 
1/ 
The stw of the Ktian consisted of the Rajputs and the Afghans 
but he wanted to pijrge it of all foreign elements ( namely 
Afghans and Moghuls) and desired to employ only Rajputs in 
his army. 
Thereafter the poet describes the sKJvements of the 
prince Sultan Shahryar towards the vast land of Thatta under 
the royal order and about the Incidents that took place there. 
Hahabat Khan trusted that Sijltan Shahryar should at once pro-
ceed to Thatta-asd J?or this he con^elled the scribe of the 
king to wrote a royal order and he made great haste in this 
matter. Hfe called the Munshi and asked him to write a royal 
order immediately to Sultan Shaharyar who was not inclined 
to go. When the news of the departure of the prince Shaharyar 
reached the ears of the king and queen, they were grieved 
very much because of their separation from the prince. Any 
how the prince Sultan Shahryar took leave from the emperor 
and proceeded towards Thatta with the Begum, Bilqis. All the 
way Shahryar and Bilqis were thinking of the wicked forces 
which separated them from the emperor and the queen. After a 
coig>le of days another order was sent by the emperor to these 
people that they should stay at Lahore, fco long as tl^ king 
himself approaches them. Mahabat IQian shadowed the king every 
where and the whole world was in trouble becaira of him, but 
at last the Bivine vengeametappeared. The king informed the 
queen that wicked person revealed to him so many secrets. He 
(the king) conveyed a message to the queen that they should 
evolve plans to relieve the world and the mankind from this 
tyranny. The queen who could be termed as the (first queen 
of Sheba) for her wisdom and shrewdness, gave this xsdbe advice 
that the most i^ortant task was to collect an army. And the 
soldiers should be won over by favour and wealth. 
She conseqi^ntly, asked Hushyar Khan to carry the scheme upto 
a successful enA. He was further asked to remain at Lahore ^  
and throtJgh money an army of at least ten thousand men. 
He consequent!/ came to Lahore began to collect forces. He 
•AX. 
mistered a force of nearly ten thoijsand. He then went to 
Begam and paid his respects. V/hen she saw his sources, she 
was much pleased with him and selected him for rank of the 
chief of the army. Mahabat Khan came and offered about three 
thousand army men whom he had collected. The queen herself 
had more than ten thoiasand men. Iradat Khan who was a match-
less warrior also came to take part in Q^paign launched ^is 
eC the queen* He also arranged his armies at the battle field 
along with that of queen* He greatly encouraged the Moghuls 
She sought and collected armies from every qiiarter. At last 
it swelled to an army of more than forty thousand men which 
was organised by the queen. Incidentally it had already 
occuDPed to the queens* heart that when the king goes out 
hunting she shoiild also accompany him. ^  chance this desire 
of her was fulfilled and she accompanied the king in his 
hunting expedition. While hunting, she showed great skill 
and aec\jracy in hitting the target nmst correctly and thus 
commanded the kings appreciation and adirmation. He asked 
and promised her as to grant whatever she demanded in token 
of his appreciation of her hmting skiil,. At some other 
suitable occasion she submitted to him that all that she 
wanted was that he ought not give ai^ appointments to that 
devil (Mahabat Khan) and he ought not speak to him at all 
and to meet the king. The king agreed and when the time of 
meeting with that devil approached and denied him favour of 
speech, then he (Mahabat) was puzzled and immediately asked 
the kings' minister the cause of kings indifference. From thi< 
indifferent attitude of the king he was burning in the fire 
of wrath and exicitement and thus the device of the qiffien 
proved successfiil. 
Kext day when at day break the king resolved to go a 
hunting reached near Bihat( or Bahat) and the former place of 
encan^ment. There the queen ordered for royal bath but her 
heart was greatly distressed. She was worried with the 
anxiety of battles and 
that formidable force. 
wanted to engage in.encounter wit
ly 
Through varfarey she wanted to capture the eneiqsr as soon as 
pssible* Her men inforaed her about the affairs of that 
unfortunate person (i.e. Mahabat Khan) and that hov he also 
was approaching the queen from the Mar with great speed. 
Then she thought that most probably he got knowledge of her 
intentions of waging war against him. Therefore he also 
moved his armies and carae to the king again to accord welcome 
to hia» The queen heard this and feared that the devil might 
reach the king at the time of his waking up from his sleep 
Wlien that devil came be saw the king seated on a throne and 
anxiously asked the king the reason of his sittin on the 
throne. The queen thereupon enquired the intimate attendants. 
She was informed that it was Bilandabin (or Bialandaban) 
who was on duty* The qmen called that attendant and gave 
her some strange message to convey to that devilish person. 
It was/'^ iO, fai thief I Muslim you have rendered great damage to 
the state yet I forgive you and order you not to come to the 
royal court with yoxir troops* Whatever malice you had in the 
past^ that must go and vanish you have no doubt shown extreme 
disrespect to the Moghuls and have shed blood of lasnumerable 
innocent people. If you desive to come to the royal palace| 
siibiait yourself with all reverence and respect at his thres-
hold and now there is^time for you to show all evil methods 
and cunning devices ."When the messengerCBilanda) left the 
queen to convey hor Majesty's message to him, he, incidentallj 
was conversing with the Khwa^a regarding some political and 
strategic affairs. This Khwaja was a very capable shrewd 
and wise person and was the minister of his Majesty. Khwaja 
advised him not i to go to the royal threshold. At last it 
was settled that he would be ahead at the distance of one 
Moghal from the royal camp. While they were engaged in conver. 
sation Bilanda came and conveyed the queens message frankly' 
and plainly, forbidding him ni&t to ride and go before the 
royal camp, and to be away from the kings array. 
/V 
and 
However Mahabat Khan complied with this maEidate vitMrev 
himself from the royal court. He made his halt at a distance 
of tvo manzils BlUland came back and informed the qtieen how 
she had communicated the queens message. 
In the mecmtime the king awoke and the q\aeen informed 
him of all the affairs. Therefore the king put on his royal 
robes and came out seated on an elephant. The kings* army 
was scattered on a large area. Then the drums were beaten 
and its sound reached the sky, and the earth began to tremble. 
The royal forces were arranged in order and they were huge 
in number. The king was like moon and the army as the 
circle, and the enemies shuddered with terror.' All the royal 
HiA. 
forces were after^blood of that villain (Mahabat Khan) 
anxious to show their valoui^ display their fighting skilled 
to receive ovation and appreciation from the king and the 
queen. When that wicked man heard this that the ^ole world 
was displeased h^^haa^ and was after his blood, he began 
to fear. He moved far off from the king and the queen. 
He consulted the Rajputs and enquired them thus, " If you say, 
I am prepared to wage war against the xqeeen* Previously 
the royal banners were with us but tmfortunately now they 
are favouring the queen and lest something evil and mfavour-
able may happen". Then He played a trick. He apparently 
shunned all treachery and fraud. He assixred the king of his 
obedience and royally. But the king knew it and said, ** Donat 
you show any hmbleness, and better hasten to Thatta. I give 
you that part of land which yields enormous income and revenue 
Apparently he agreed, although his heart was unwilling. He 
returned to his army broken dow pondering how the king had 
withdrawn from him his eye of favour. He thought within himself 
to do some thing in this regard. Unfortunately Asaf Khan 
was also with him. The queen was slways cautious of his 
malice and tricks. 
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She wanted him to be in the royal court so that the king 
might be pleased to see him. She sent messages through AfzaX 
Khan to Mahabat Khan to release Asaf Khan, and said/'So long 
as you have a malice for Asaf Kiian, our enmity will exist. 
If you will not send him to us, I will take a horrible revenge, 
Mahabat Khan became afraid most himbly sent a petition (after 
consulting the Rajputs) the queen, "All I did was on account 
of fear and and I wanted to save myself, therefore I took 
Asaf Khan in my custody. Beyond this I have done you or him 
no harm. It should also be known that mone thus spares his 
enemy. I have taken every care of the KhanCAsaf Khan) whom 
I am prepared to handover to you presently, but on account 
of fear, I will handover his son (whom I keep ever dearer 
than my own son). Abu Talib after covering a distance of ludait 
ten manzils. He consequently left with Abu Talib. The ^aeen 
did not like the son of her brother accompanying Mahabat 
feian in such circumstances and demanded him back. He (Abu Talib'^  
came and paid respect to the king and related that due to 
fear of the king no harm was done to him. 
Sadiq Khan was governor at Lahore, he was asked by the 
kingp^Mahabat Khan with forty boat/and labourers when he desii 
to cross the river so that he might easily cross the river 
at Lahore(probably Ravi) and from there he should instantly 
proceed towards Thatta. Another royal mandate was sent 
to Sultan to be aware of his ill wills to protect the fort 
and the city to carefully protect the three princes and 
guard the treasury. Five hundred Rajput, and Afghans were 
protecting the three princes and they did not allow Sultan 
to enter the fort. Under the leadership of Balabdar they 
did not entrust the fort and when Sultan wanted to attack 
therag they plainly said, "If you show rashKseSion us we 
M 
shall instantaneously kill the three princes. We von*t 
swrender this fort to you and ve wbI fin^steadfast to 
the orders of the king and the Khan (most probably Mahabat 
Khan)» Dtjring the time heated exchange of words was in 
progress between Sultan and the Rajputs a royal mendate 
came to BaMbdar, ordering to handover the fort atonce. 
Muzaffar iChan was deputed to discharge the duty to convey 
Sheh*s message to Balabdar. Any how the Rajput handed over 
the fort and Muzaffar Khan opened the gate for Sultan Shahar-
yar to enter. He also took from Balabdar the three princes. 
In the meantisie Mahabat Khan declined to proceed towards 
Thatta^ When king Jahangir came to know about^^amed him 
as Pees and decided to assassinate that wicked man. An army 
for this purpose was arranged with Khan Khanan as its chief. 
He ret^ved many favours from the king and did valuable 
service in criashing the Rajputs and blocking their escape 
on all sides. In the meantime the kings army recaptured 
a huge amount of wealth and riches from the hands of Rajputs 
and Hahabat Khan. They got the money, brought it to Lahore 
and depositted it in the royal treasury. 
c a M i s i i 
After the praise of Jahangir, Kaai^Shlrazi, all of a s\ad<ien 
describes "the negligence of Mahabat Khan towards ^ duties 
assigned to hia in captwing the rebels who fell prey tij^Ae"^'^ 
times a prey to his snare and defeat after defieat was inflicted 
\:g)on them, but he diir-fi^ onlj^ did not^discharge his duties 
well but let them escape from the battle-field. 
Here one fact is noteworthy that this account of Kami 
Shirazi does not bear reasonable testimony.of the contemporary 
Vorks regarding this problem. In Tu4ti--Jebangiri (Page 391) 
w© find that Mahabat Khan defeated the aruQr of Shahjahan, and 
the prince(Shah^ahan) fled to Patana and Bihar. When the news 
reached the ears of his Majesty| Mahabat Khan was favoured with 
the title of Khani-Khanan and was distinguished with the raak 
of 7,000, 7,00(^2 horses and 3 horses. This information is 
again attested by Kamgar Husaini, ante'^ fear of Jehangir Nama 
<on folio 88.A). He describes that Mahabat Khan was .conferred 
the title of Khani-Khanan and elevated to the rank of 7,000 
Zat <aic|7000 sawar with 2 and 3 horses. 
At another place in the Tuzuk (page 370-371) it is stated 
that Shah^ahan has crossed the river at Bur^ppure. 
But no evidence is available regarding the negligence 
or intrigue by Mahabat Khan or prince pervez. At that time 
too because it had happened previously, Mahabat Khan was 
awarded with the rank of 7000 Zat and 7000 sawar. 
It is surprising that the king who showered honours 
T^on Mahabat Khan in recognition of his valuable services 
during his dealings with Shah^ahan, I could not come across 
with the evidence to establish the fact mentioned by Kami 
Shirazi in his account regarding the negligence of Mahabat Khan. 
He has devoted nine verses in this connection but the facts 
mentioned in TiizuktJehangiri^aed Jehangir Nama and Iqbal Kama 
did not lead us to a definite conclusion that as to how far 
Mahabat Khan was responsible for the escape of the rebels 
(Shaha^ahan). 
I do not find any mention aboiat the farman, eomiBanded by 
the Icing, and iss^ ied by Asaf Khan for the dismissal of Mahabat 
Khan as he was guilty of negligence in performance of duties. 
This statement does not correspond with the information given 
by contemporary authorities. 
There is a mention about the dismissal of Mahabat Khan 
regarding his^honest dealings in Bengal, by Hotamad Khan in Iqbal 
Kama (page 253). It is possible that heQIami ShirazA)is confused 
about the dismissal order. 
The other fact mentioned in Waqai-'Uz-Zaman is about the 
transfer of Mahabat Khan to the governorship of Bengal. He adds 
that this orders sent by Fidai Khan made him mad vdth anger and 
he resorted to the deceit so that prince may fall under his snare 
and being afraid of his misdeeds he secretly sought refuge with 
the prince. Kami Shirazi further mentions that Mahabat Khan 
pressed Prince Parvess to proceed to court throwing the orders 
of the king to the wind. 
He wanted to erase all feelings of affection for the king 
from his heart, Parvez moved two stages towards the court, but 
Fidai Khan protested and asked him turn back. Mahabat Khan became 
enraged at the conduct of Prince Parvez. After knowing about 
the docelt of Mahabat Khan Asaf Khan sent orders Immediately 
asking Mahabat Khan to leave for Bengal as poon as possible. 
Waqai-Uz«Zaman does not mention any thing about the 
encampment of Prince Parvez and Mahabat Khan at Burhanpur 
on way to Stirangpore. He. mentioned of the appointment of Khan» JoJU 
Lodl, as vakil to Parvez is found in Waifauz-zaman. 
Waqai-uz-Zaman (49-61)mentione that Mahabat Khan tried 
most cunningly to deviate prince Parvez from the path of loyalty ^  
and wipe out all affection^from his heart. 
In Iqbal Nama(page S45) we find that Fidai Khan reached 
Surangpure and comunicated the royal farman to prince larvez 
he showed disinclination for obeying the orders. ( No doubt 
he might have been infltjenced by I^ ahabat Khan in disobeying 
the royal farman, but the fact is nOet borne out by Motamad 
^an and Tuzk Jehangiri(page 398). This reply of the prince 
communicated to His Majesty by Fidai Khan. 
n 
An other sterner farman was despatched insisting on his implicit 
obedience, and if Mahabat Khan does not agree to proceed to 
Bengal, he should at once return to royal court, and Fidai Khan 
t'SvO-^  JW^S a d 
along with after aims should stay at Biarhanpiir. Khan-jaian 
who had already proceeded to take his new charge reached there 
and was accepted by Parvez as his vakil. 
Tuzk JahangirKpage 398) correspond with the statement 
given above. 
In Waqai-uz-Eaman Eami does not mention the full details 
in its logical background and even does not mention Burhanpur 
Surangpore and Khan Jahan Lodd as the vaklSi of Par«€Z. 
It is surprising that Dr.Benl Prasad holds the view that 
, NUT I<abau and Asaf accepted a hostile and stern attitude towards 
Mahabat Khan and Prince Parvez* Neither in Iqbal Nama nor Tuzk 
and Waqai*B2-Zaman I came across any description strongly attach 
ing the name of Hur^ahan and Asaf Khan with every measure adopted o (xoUlLu, ^Xj ui^ ^^un^ tcw*^ 
in connection with Mahabat Khan.|^about^Iur5ahans ^unta, that 
makes him attaclLevery importan^imove to Nurjahan Begum. 
Waqai-uz-Zaman mentions that Mahabat Khan went to Han* 
thambore and raised a str6ng array of Ba3puts(«&>. Ho mention 
is made regarding his going to Ranthambore in Iqbal Nana or Tuzk. 
The nmber of allied Rajputs is given as 4 to 5 thousand 
Iqbal Kama and Tuzk while Kami estimates the strength of the army 
to be more than ten thousand. 
Kami Shirazi fia-ther tells us that when Asaf Khan -
came to know about this army he related to the king and addressed 
him that he should be recalled to the court. It is noteworthy 
that Kami does not mention the name of Nurjahan, his partner 
in connection with the actions taken against Mahabat Khan. 
The next event described by Kami Shttazi in Waqai-uz-Zaman 
relates to the sending of Arab Dast Ghaib and his antecedants 
along with the betrayel^ of the royal cause It has been described 
in details in ¥aqai-\ia-zaman, which cannot be collaborated with 
the contemporary sowces of information consiilted by lae. Kami 
relatesf sending of Arab Dast Ghaib to Mahabat Khan to summon 
him with all the jwellery treasiares, and elephants of Bengal 
which Mahabat Khan has usiarped from the property of Ibrahim 
Khan, the disloyalty of the said Arab and his turing away Mahabat 
Khan for this ever increasing empire and his intriguing with 
Hahabat Khan showing him the path of misdeeds and encouraging 
him in committing desirable acts and his falling a victim 
to divine wrath and displeasure and his committing sucide and the 
rest of the episode ''(verse 1 to 23), 
Its information about the birthplace of Arab, Shiraz, 
can be taken to be correct, as he himself was a native of Shiraz 
and must have had a personal and reliable knowledge about him. 
He has described with irrelevant detail about his deser«tion 
to Mahabat Khan which has not been supported by any contemporary 
evidence. It is interesting and note worthy. In the end of this 
account he describes about the AysltDasht ^ submitted to the emperor 
by Mahabat Khan is also a fact which has not been recorded 
in this order by contemporary writers. The information corresponds 
to this much only that Mahabat Khan sought permission to appear 
before His Majesty but this request was turned down which shocked 
him very much. 
Tuzuk Jahangiri ^ age 399> Records the information about 
the sending of Arab Dast Ghaib to demand all the accotmt of the 
wealth and elephants captured by him in Bengal. Meanwhile he 
sent all the elephants to the court which were admitted to the 
royal Phil Khana(Tuzk 401). 
The second charge against Mahabat Khan mentioned in 
Tuzk, is that he had married his daughter to Burkhurdar son 
of tJmar, Nashbandi without the customary royal sanction. This 
was resented by the king and Barkhurdar fell a victim to the 
royal wrath and was confined to the prison. 
Tuztik (402) records about tiie h\imiliatlons showered t^ jon 
Mahabat Khan's son in-law by the advice of Asaf Khan to the erapero 
This inftariated Hahabat Khan to the extent that he collected 4 to 
5000 blood thirsty Rajputs of same colour and ideas and were 
» 
prepared to sacrifice their lives property, family and children* 
T>R.Beni Prasad translates the fact th\ts that Mahabat Khan:fe todcthe 
wives and children of the Rajput soldiers as hostages^which does 
not seem to be correct» 
Iqbal Kama (248) records the same version of the incident. 
On page (253) he adds that Mahabat Khan does not comply with the 
royal demand ha will be dismissed and not allowed to come to the 
court. 
Waqai-uz-Zaiaan does not give a continuous and detailed 
information about Asaf Khan's insulting attitude on the occasion 
of Burkhurdars taarriage etci^ 
-^The information regarding Mahabat Khan*s reply to the 
emperor about the distribution of the money and gold among the 
troops. 
Kami Records that elephatts were sent to the court 
and the the two armies remained at a di^ance of one mile from 
each other. 
The information regarding the .intelligence received 
by Mahabat Khan about the movements of the Imperial forces 
as given in I'^ aqai-iiE-Zaman collaborate, with the statements 
in Iqbal Naraa and Tuauk* The word spy has not been used. 
The Information about the crossing of the river Bahat 
identified by Dr.Beni Prasad as river Jhelum by the royal 
forces leaving Jehangir and a few of his personal attendants 
on the other bank of the river. This information too correspond^ 
with the contemporary accounts. 
The intJcelligence about the condition of the emperor 
according to Kami was conimunicated by some of the disloyal 
servants,to Mahabat Khan. 
Mahabat Khan accordingly appeared on the scene and 
divided his forces into three divisions one was sent towards 
Shaharyar and other section of the anay began to cross the bridge 
so that it might take necessary steps with delibration and came 
to the court along with one section of the army.Iqbal\and 
do not give the information about the stxoczt division of aroiies 
by Mahabat Khan, Iqbal Nama gives that 2000 Rajputs were left 
on the river bank to gatird it and not allow any body to cross 
and in case of a forced attempt* by imperial army the bridge 
should be set ts? to fire. 
The details about the misdeeds of Mahabat Khan with 
the emperor is more or less the same as recorded in Iqbal Nama 
and Tuzuk, 
Surprisingly Kami does not mention about Motamad Khan^ 
who according to his own account in Iqbal Nama was the first 
pwrson to encomter Mahabat iChan when he reached the vicinity 
of the royal camp* But Kami describes that the Hajib came to 
against this insolent description 
of Mahabat Kiian and he ftirther adds that at this protestation 
he thrust a lance into his (Hajib) bosom. 
When the king came out of his compartment Mahabat Khan 
submitted an apology and requested Maka&atzSlnm to Bgait the ^ ^ 
charges^and if he was guilty he was ready to bear every conse-
quence of the pimishment metted out to him, "Here is my head 
before you and here slay it with a sharp swordj willing to 
sacrifice my life at your feet. I am your old slave who has 
faithfully served you in the past. This soTnoThIng has been 
recorded in Iqbal Nama and Tuzuk, He then persuaded the king 
to mount the horsef This description also collaborates with 
other acco unts• 
Motamad Khan, while describing the incident of the kings 
reaction to the insolent behaviour of Mahabat Khan relates that 
for two times the king laid his hands®^ the wword with the 
intention of cutting of the head of Mahabat Khan, 
spoke in Turkish and made him understand the delicacy of the 
situation. This fact is related by Kami Shirazi but he does 
not mention the name of Mir Mauslr. 
X3. 
Iqbal Nama says that Mir Hansur^Sadlq Khan, and 
frequently worked as messenger from the king but in Waqa4-taz-2aman 
only Sadiq Khan is mentioned* 
In contemporary account we find the mention about the 
strong desire of the king and the Begum to meet each other but 
ttee'Waqal-az*Zaman, Kami Shlrazl says that the emperor sent Sadiq 
Khan with a m^s^^e* to the queen requesting her to come back 
to her, a request which the Begum declined to acceed;,realizing 
the delicacy of the situation. 
On receiving the disappointing message the King expressed 
a desire to enjoy boating, Chajju a royal page offered the king 
a special boat. This was very much resented by Mahabat Khan and 
signalled his soldiers who rushed upon him^assasinated him on the 
spot. But in Iqbal Nama the assaslnation of Chajju is connected 
with another incident. It that Mahabat Khan after being 
tb 
disappointed^on the escape of Nurjahan^the other side of the river 
came to the residence of Shaharyar and when he learnt that 
Shaharyar too escaped he siispected flhaj ju^a servant of shahar 
yar of complitity in their escape and consequently signalled 
his Rajputs who killed him on the spot. The account of Motamad 
Khan seems to be very reliable because it gives a 
Kami Shirazi says in V/aqai-HZ-Zaman that the king sent 
a message through Sadiq Khan to Asaf Khan asking the latter to glv 
up the intention of waging war and to proceed to Mill tan. To prove 
the genuineness of the message he sent his signet as well^Asaf 
Khan expressed grief and doubted that the king has not written 
the message himself but it was dictated by Mahabat Khan. He 
honoured the royal farman as usual, and went to BegiaasGamp and 
held discussion regarding the plan of attack. The Begm immediate! 
erdered for the preparation of the compaign against Mahabat Khan 
This statement of Kami Shirazi regarding the despatch of message 
corresponds with the description of Motamad Khan in Iqbal Nama 
but the name of the messenger according to him frfc was not Sad^q 
Khan but Hir Mansur who carried the message along with the royal 
signet. 
2 . S , 
The next point of contradiction between the statement 
of Motamad Khan in Iqtoal Kama and Kami Shirazi is found 
in regard to the starting of war. Iqbal Kama clearly mentions 
the name of Fidai Khan who initiated the attack follwed by that 
of fest Nurjahan while as Kami Shirazi names Star^ahan as the first 
person to launch the attack« 
The description of the battle between the imperialists and 
the rebells is not collaborated in its details• Kami Shirazi 
showers praise on the valour of the imperialists and goes to 
the extent of saying that the Rajputs were mercilessly butchered 
in 
by the Moghuls and they inflicted heavy losses ^  the forces 
of Mahabat Khani.^who himself was an eye witness and an active 
participant a M in the fight,records the utter confusion and 
indiscipline to which the imperial armies were thrown due to 
zealotis and tenacious resistance offered by the Rajputs» Kami 
admits that tfee river was in such fury that to corss it was 
next to impossible for the imperialists. In the end of the account 
he relates how Abu Talib and Fidai Khan were repulsed back. There 
is no mention about Fidai Khan exploits in the fight and bold 
venttdte which le^d him direct igjto the camp of Shaharyar where 
the king was staying at that time, Iqbal Nama records that Fidai 
Khan at the risk of his life, shot arrows, in the camp where 
the king was,in order to attract his attaation. Mukhlis Khan 
sheilded the king and Fidai Khan had to retiirn disappointed 
to his Pttiks. Kami Shirazi though speaks hi^ly of Begams genixis 
to command the army, h ^ does not mention injury of 
Shaharyars daughter who in the lap of Begum seated on the elpphant 
But the facts related in the two accounts collaborate that 
Nurjahan too was repulsed back learning that Asaf Khan had 
deserted the royal army and along with his son Ahu Talib fled 
towards attack. 
X!) 
Fidal Khan was so disappointed at the debacle that the royal 
army faced that he next day went back to his . 
"The anoedot© of the movement and ttirnlng otit procee±dings 
of the royal banners, full of the sign of victory from the capital 
of I^ ahore towards Kabul and assisination of AhadMthe Afghan 
chief at the hands of Zafar Khan, and sending his head to welcome 
His Majesty the emperor m Jehangirs presence and the description 
of some of the dreadftil (frightening) affairs which took place, 
while proceeding towards Kabia and of that tosk place while retur-
ning from Kabiil and the rest of the ancedote.^CKami Shirazij 
The above ^expedition has been very extensively described 
in Waifai-uz-Zaman, No iother contemporary writer give such 
a detailed accotmt of the emperors expedition to Kabul. 
In the beginning of his narration Kami records quite a 
new event which took place in the momtahous region of Kabul* 
The battle with A&ad the Afghan chief, and his assisination 
by Zafar Khan is a fact which bears no testimony of any contemporai^ 
source consulted by me. Neither Iqbal Kamanor Tuztfe nor Jahangir 
nama of Kamgar give any hint about sijch an important event. 
Kami gives a detailed description of the tribal people 
who were a constant sowce of trouble to the Koghuls. Their 
high way robbery and treachery was a constant menace to travellers 
and tradesmen. 
Zafar Khan executed their chief ctirbed their power and 
won a victory which extremely pleased the emperor. When emperor 
reached the city of Kabul, the inhabitants decorated and 
adorned the whole of the city came out to accord a warm welcome 
to the emperor. This accomt does not collaborate with Iqbal 
nama or Tuzuks* naratlve. 
Kami Shirazi has devoted many a verse in an ornate style 
to the beauty of the city of Kabul and laying out a bea\ififul 
garden ^ahana Ara. 
Tuzt& Iqbal Nama and Wai|ai-uz-Zaman all agree that 
Kurjahan accompanied emperor Jehangir to the court of Shah 
Ismail, but it is very surprising that no evidence as how 
she managed to join the emperor is available in the sources 
named above. 
1.4 
Kami in a verse tells hs that Kwjehan after her failure 
in the attack at river Bahat, began to think of some other 
devices to rescue the king from the clutches of MahaMt Khan. 
Kami later on gives an account of the armed conflict 
between the Ahadis and the Rajputs. He informs that the king 
had gaurded the royal hunting place by Ahadis and ordered that 
no body should be allowed to enter the encloser. The Ra^ piats 
resneted the royal order and one daysr wanted to force their 
way into the hunting place, and being checked by the Ahadis, 
they resorted to swords. In the affray one Ahadi was killed 
and the guards protested to the emperor, who in secrecy told 
them to take revenge. He said"you ^oo should display your valoiir 
and severe the head of these invidoiJs people from their bodies. 
It seems to be a secret move of Jehangir to soir seeds of dissen-
sion between the Rajputs and the Moghuls, and this created 
cleavage between Mahabat Khan, and his followers. This proved 
successfiil as the following day saw a bloody encounter between 
the Rajputs and the Moghuls. This factor collaborates with Tuzuk 
and Iqbal nama(^ ISefft^  the version about the number of Rajputs 
killed in the battle differs completely. Kami gives the number 
killed in the battle i^to 1500 fiajputs and further says that 
1500 Rajputs were killed in the mountanous regions, but Iqbal 
and Ttiziik give the number of Rajputs killed in the battle as 
600 to 800 and $00 to 900 respectively. 
Kamis statement seems to be poetic exaggeration but 
statements of Iqbal Hama and Tuzk appear to be i^are<to the truth, 
fhere is a differenceik- of opinion between Waqai-tiz-Zaman and Tuzk 
and Iqbal nama regarding the battle between Rajputs and Ahadis 
after the incident at the hunting groTand where one Ahadi was 
killed. Motamad Khan says that the Ahadis were not satisfied 
with the kings decision therefore on the following day they 
suddenly attacked the Rajputs. 
2-? 
Kami reveals that this battle saved the first seed 
of discord ImA disfiassion between Ba^ piits and the Bfeghials 
and dleainated the loyal feeling for Mahabat Khan'^f^the heart 
of the Moghiils. 
"We will not be duped by your saying and will not be 
aecieved to follow yourCMahabat Khan) advice. 
The next chapter deals with the prelude of the aiKiedote 
of Mahabat Khan^s st^remacy, his vanity and his idle and foiish 
talk about the people of Iran and T^uran in the assembly of the 
exalted king, Abul Muzaffiar Jehangir, 
He says ^Mahabat Khan was constantly in the coii5)any 
of the king and inclined to shed the blood of the iimocent 
people at all times • fhe account collaborates with Tuzuk and 
Iqbal Nama regarding the siipremacy of Mahabat Khan • 
Later on Kami devotes a lengthy chapter to the accotmt 
of the Hawab Quelsiy-\il*AlQab> Shahzade Alam or Alaaian Hurl-
Halt^ Jahaniyan, Sultan Shaharyar (May god grant him long life 
leaving for Thatta and the rest of, the story Abe-Bahar»" 
Kami mentions Shaharyar as the real heir to the throne 
and he pays tributes to the prince-in most eloquent terms 
but makes no reference to other princes. He names his wife 
as Bilqis Begum, who constmtly remains in the company of the king 
and advises them on each^every issue. The begum deputes 
Hoshyar Khan to collect army by lavishing money and favours. 
a>shyar Khan masters a force of 10000 men. Hahabat Sian also 
collects 3000 men With the help of Iradat Khan and others, 
Nur^ahan Begum organised an army of about 4Cp00men, and prepared 
to strike a fatal blow on Mahabat Khan at some suitable epportunit;^ 
Kami further relates that Begum requested the king to cut off 
all relation with Mahabat Khan. A message was sent by Hiar^ahan 
to Mahabat Khan warning him that he should not collect army ether 
wise he will be punished. Enumerating his crimes Begum said that 
he has shown extreme enmity towards the Moghuls and sucked the 
blood of the people and hw was forbidden, through Khwa^a Abtil 
Hasan to come to the court. He vas asked to arave one Manzil 
away from the kings camp. 
In latter verses> he deals with the kings ultimate 
recovering of his freedom thro^ igh Hiarjahan, and thesT:?>port 
of the huge army which turned violently against Mahabat Khan. 
Hahabat Khan was very miaeh afraid. He was asked to leave the 
court at once and leave for Thatta. 
The statement that Mahabt Khan took as hostages Asaf 
Khan and his son Abu falib ^ile escaping towards Thatta, is 
s Imported by Iqbal Nam and Tuzk, 
Beguffl sent a fanaan through Afzal Khan to Mahabat Khan 
demanding back Asaf IQian and Abu Talib, Mahabat Khan Veleased 
Asaf Khan eatplaining that he held him because of M s personal 
safety. He detained Abu Talib and marched ahead • Ntarjahan 
stern term^he immediate release of Abu Talib as well. This 
statement was also collaborates with conten^orary accounts 
except in iaaer details. 
Further Kami describes the. march of Mahabat Khan towards 
Thatta. He relates about the capture of the fort where the three 
princes were living a royal order was issued to safe-guard 
the fort and sultan Shaharyar waited to take the fort. But the 
Rajput guards refused to siarrender. TJltimately Muezaffar Khan 
was deputed to take v^ the charge. 
Muzzaffar Khan succeeded in taking the fort and the 
treasury along with the three princes. His description of Mahabat 
Khan^march towards Ranthambore and his laltimate subjugation 
by Khane-Khana is given in detail and collaborates with the 
contemporary accoisits. In the last he describes about Hahabat's 
downfall and the success of Nurjahoii. 
In the last chapter he deal with the rejoicing over the 
victory of the king and queen over the villain Mahabat Khan 
elatK>rates the generosity of the king and queen in high sounding 
words and in all poetic exagerated phraseologies. In his praise 
he gliorifies Kurjehan*s generosity and bounty. He ftarther 
says that Jahangirs* love for RiBP^ehan increase4manifold after th% 
eipisode. In his verses he establishes that king ruled through 
the genius of Hurjahan. 
x-t 
HISTORICAL m O E OF THE WOHK 
The like other official histories of the 
period, contains the official or its imperialists version of 
Mahabat Khani»revolt* The circumstances which <dtrove Mahahat Khan 
to such extremes have not been toixched by Kami Shirazi. Mahabat 
Khan is introdiiced as ^ Mardood' and his services to the Moghiil 
throne have been completely ignored. He is depicted as if he iasi 
iias alw^s rebellious in his outlook and actions* It will be futile 
to try to find out Mahabat Khan*s view point in Waqai-u2-Z£uaan. 
* 
Kaiai gives interesting information about Jehangir and 
says thus 
'Vine and the ausic were never absent from his royal 
assembly even when he was waging war against the enemies*^' 
It is also very interesting that he tries to display Shia lear-
nings of Jehangir. He says,__ 
» 
Kingship is indisputably consigned to him for his bonds 
of devotion with^Ali are firm," Jc^ 
The author of Iqbal naaa sjw^ that when prince Parvez 
and Mahabat Khan were eecoj^anying towards Surangpiare an imperial 
farraan was issued transfering Mahabat Khan to Bengal as a governor* 
Kami says that the emperor had Asaf Khan to issue dismissal 
order. It appears from Kamis account that the transfer order 
was issued later on» 
In other contemporary accounts we do not find that 
Mahabat Khan has organised his ara^ in three divisions as 
described by Kami with full details. 
Kami is not clear about the Hajib who was gaurding 
the royal caB^» According to Motamad Khan it was he himself 
who met Mahabat Khan at outside of the royal tent protested on 
his insolent behaviour and was man handled by him. 
Kami Shirazi does not mention the name of Asaf Khan in 
connection with the revolt of Mahabiit Khan. Motamad Khan has give; 
a detailed description and reasons for his active part in conn-
ection with the dealings with Mahabat Khan. He everywhere 
exaggerates the nuaaber of the Rajputs army which surroiaided the king a M that came into conflict with the Moghuls dwing his 
e^qpeditlon to Kab-ol^  
There are several new Information which I have 
mentioned in my commentary are noteworthy, for exaisple, 
the deserv^tion of Arab Dast Ghaih to Mehabat Khan, that waV' 
with Afghs n chief Ihdad and hearty welcome at Kabul accorded 
to the king 
However the work makes very little addition to o\jr information 
received I'roa and Iqbal naraa, the most attthentic and 
reliable record of historical events. Kever theless the cactsual 
references of some important* events not mentioned in other 
works ar^ liable to be carefiilly studied and examined. 
Though Kami showers evejsr praise on Hur^aJian and Asaf 
Khan, yei we do not find the king Jahangir a mere figure 
head in the hands of Kur^ahan and Asaf Khan, ^ cording to the 
theory of liur jahan lu^ Jmta forwarded by Dr-Beni Prasad in his 
wonderful work "History of Jahangir" Kamis* accomt shows how 
Jahangir independently takes measures in every important 
jtrvW v/ 
and ^Important affair of the Moghiil administration* 
The iscepe of w^ thesis and the time at ray disposal 
did not permit to weigh and examine the comparative valtie of 
the details of the accounts recorded by Kami Shirazi in 
Waqai-uz-Z aman • 
m PRAISE OF JAHAKGIR PADSHAH 
In the times of the just king, a king who Is not only ^ust 
but also a protector of the seven climes} 
2» A king y/ho has the isagnificence of Alexander and the glory 
of Dartus, a king through whom the mbrella of kingship 
is upheldI 
3. An eiBperdr whose Justice has voxsaSi a chain, who conquers and 
holds the world whose magnificence is for the entire world} 
4» The chiefs of the comtry rubbed their heads on his feet and 
stooped down before him in submission. 
S» He enjoyed a felicity which was neither shared by Darius nor 
Alexander* 
6t Wine and the musician were never absent from his royal assemb 
ly even v^en he was waging war against the enemy* 
7* His nights were loverlier than days, and he was always 
victorious over his enemies. 
8. The rjiys of kingly light glittered from his face and the 
world testified to his noble fortime. 
9. Earth does not possess a crowned head like him nor has time 
a fortunate like him* 
10. Kingship is indisputably consigned to him for his bonds 
(of devotion) with "All"are firm. 
11. His light beautifies the throne, while throne and Fortune 
take pride in him. 
12* Mainy a rebel fell to his sword which rescued many of the 
oppressed from the clutches of the tyrants. 
13. So long as the world is embellished with grandeur, may the 
ifflibrella and pavillion (of royalty) remain decorated with 
him* 
(Composition pf y^rH) 
14* Through a variety of verse I weighed pearls till such 
treasure (of the praise of the emperor) came in my hands* 
15* In the thir$^»fifth year above thousand( i.e. 1035 H.) these 
hidden pearls from everywhere were collected* 
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16« th« cms1»>iMr«(e(ipel««ar«) of po^ txy utr* liard to 
flndi iMaH eofivwpttd with tii« soid on all stabjoota, 
17* WhttB fato m ftm Xi^eii to Xeaift* tlia apoodi of 
gttniiui was lUifalW^a* 
iSt Qianoa gava m aoe«it to tha aaaanblr Of a ^lagii i^ cm 
sky m wmtmr In awry art, 
19* With tb» laagie of spaadt you m y flay» lia Iwstowad tnOi 
flttvottr tapon "fi^a gsNton of «lo(|a»i<»« 
go. I%ater8 of apaadi lilca ignorant ctbildran laafora hia^ 
and ftBroac® is tmmd into a Ma fa'vour. 
ZU ^an tha king of all tiaa tweaiaa w eustomar ^ a door 
edr w daslTa tias nfpttsM ymStrvm m , 
Vhan Ii#t fla^ iCNl m w ftKnihaadi throu|^  M i kiadnaas 
and g«nasH9sity, I saenerad a aaat in his royal assana^ ly 
iik» ytixm, 
28, Ha ffeoirad ssi tha m y in ifee art of pc»>daalag mgio in vwem, 
and vff tongua \»mm alUj^nt in ^ a klnga* paraiaa* 
1 prc^ jarad a teti^ost of tha flowara of t!ia ^srd&n of poatry 
and sat on the aaat of lionoisr on tha platform of lefty idaaa* 
25, t vaeeaHad evmer oloipa&t poat ai»3 w po«try baeana tha 
acniroa of Siymrm asaBSng« 
^•A* Of tha various forat of poatryi a fav paarla m m r ehoM, 
laeli of tha writs is m U rhyiaad and avaat lll» sugar eana. 
26« X (sabilliahad tho baglnniag of bqt poaa with tiw preiaa of (k>d, 
and ^ «r«aftar X raaortad to tha pmiaa of th« irophst and 
of hit CNStpanion *Aii« 
* 
X thm aulogiaad itm king and w poatry haoaaa saturatad 
lika a round rotUng pa«a« 
H X gava an aoootnt tif aadi pariodt X gaipa it ^ a titla 
of Vaqai»tta«Ziwsa< tha aooount of Hia tixas)« 
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29, With tJio eonjjotition of this powa th® \icn>ld x^ ctived a 
new for In it manjr solutions of wisdoa my be fotmd. 
(lacsoaao o»« folio miasing) 
SO, If his goDSrosii^ ' ^ er to be in aceortiance with bis 
aagnanimity both ^ e worlds will appear insuffloiwit to him, 
31, Now I reso^ to r«Iat« aa elegant and rare episode and 
open a fresh and nev topic tbron^ the pover of agr speedb* 
$2, % ea^ ression ie keeping paee vith thou^t and I have 
related a story vi-Ui all sagacity, 
S3, When MaOahat Khan^ fell from Royal favotir the heart of the 
Sluah vas turned away from him oompletely, 
M, IVoiB the service which was a source of eaiimce and exaltation 
i.e. he was the conmander of the ffiway of Parvis' the<ata«ij 
S5, Instead of perforaJUag the duties* in aocordanee with the 
desires and expeotions of the king, he entertained thou^ts 
of deceit. 
36. In the beginning he exerted hlssselfCin perfonsing the duties 
assigned to him) but later a e ^ vdth farsight (i.e. started 
acting in his oim personal selfitfe interest* 
57, Three tlnss the rebels fell a pr^ to hisCM^abat Khan's) 
snare, and defeat after defeat was inflicted upon thea, 
58, But he did not eaesrt sufficiently to capture thea and the 
tjsi^u^ * rebelsjable to escape far fro» the field(of battle). 
He did not even chase the rebela and thus brou^t tuianlt 
and t^st to tlw world, 
40, 1b evftry battle he to tlaa servlsig^ till at last 
ttie enei^  escapiNi from his cLltttdies*, 
41, The king was consequently greatly annoyed exA becaise 
furious {with Mahabat Khan) 
-4* 
ispoapfe ortlftPs foif his 
4S, To ®ff«et Ifeat'sMi gallty ©f aegligeoee in 
tfi9 perf^ rffi&mod of l^ is ^u 8taB<3 disad-efed and 
iym hsm 1®) dririk flwa tlJ» e«p of aiaforttase, " 
44, Wim on th® oydw ©f king, f^aana i»p« Aegpatciied 
to l^ ai Khan^ 
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45. _He cttrled and t%a®s4ed(out of anger) like a serpent 
and plmged into deep reflection regarding his affair. 
46. Fate so ordained that Fidai K h a n c a m e to be in the 
presence of the prince like an liqagigh^ llitod candle. 
47. He conveyed many a message from the Shahanshah so 
that the prince might he aware of the secret (the 
true state of affairs). 
48. In the meantime Mahabat Khan cast a spell e^ oag^e 
and erased the influence of royal command from his 
heartC i.e. Parvez heart). 
49. He (Mahabat Khan) resorted to deceit so that the 
prince may fall in his snare. 
50. Being afraid of his misdeeds he secretly sought 
refuge with the prince. 
51. By all manner of arguements he(persuaded the prince) 
to embark upon journey( to the couri: and washed off 
the ecTfection for the king from his heart. 
52. By cunningness he led him astray and become determined 
to tklle the prince to the king. 
53. As the king had forbidden him to cone to the court, 
he disobeyed the royal orders. 
54. He (the prince) moved two stages but returned as 
deceitful moves of the enemies made him afraid of 
the king. 
55. Fidai Khan protested rigorously wf this(decision of 
of the Prince to proceed to the court) and made 
every effort to make him (the prince) turn back. 
56. Mahabat Khan became engaged at the conduct of the 
prince in returning. 
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67. When Asaf Khan came to know of Mahabat Khaa*s deceit, 
he hastened to ooTantepact his moves. 
58. He atonce sent orders to him to the effect that 
he should proceed towards Bengal quietly. 
59. As his (Mahabat Khan) soul was full of villiany 
and wickedness, the exposed his misdeeds. 
60. His deceit, cunningness and scheming ultimately 
pi 
brought about his down^because of his distoated 
vision. 
61. The province of Bengal was ieken away from him and 
the door of disfavour was opened i»to him. 
62. He was asked to proceed to the royal presence as soon 
as he became aware of the kings orders. 
63. He came to Banthambore for the sake of collecting 
troops and won over that group (the troops) with 
money. 
64. He brought together a Rajput contingent to fight with 
him at the time of battle, 
65. The was reported to Asaf Khan, that an army 
was accompanylBg, Mahabat Khan. 
66. It (the arn^ r) numbered more than ten thousand 
and it may be assigned that they are intent vpon 
combat. 
67. When Asaf Khan heard this heart tormenting news, 
for a moment his heart was filled with dismay. 
68. He saw the good of the state in depriving the 
enemy of his wealth and position. 
69. So that his (Mahabat Khan) troops might be reduced 
to poverty and he might become distressed like 
an ant in a goblet. 
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70. He (Asaf Khan) spoke to the king about 
(Mahabat Khan) his misdeeds and advised that 
he should be recalled to the court, 
71. The emperor Jehangir, who is the marshallor 
of troops, and in whose magnificence the 
quality of world conquest(Jehangiri) is 
manifest. 
72. Ordered that he(Mahabat Khan) shoiad soon 
be brought and should be held back at the 
royal threshold. 
731 They called him (Mahabat Khan) by the orders 
of the king and closed upon him the door of 
making any representations ( in this regard). 
74» A brave man was sent on behalf of bhe king to 
him (Mahabat Khan) Jo^the Court. 
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Senaing of Arab Datt^i-Ohallb to Hahabat Khan to siMiaon 
him with all the Jewellery, treasurers and elephants of 
Bengal which Hahabat Khan had usurped from the property of 
Ibrahia Khan(l>, the disloyalty of the said Arab and his 
tmrnlng away Mahabat Khan from this ever increasing empire 
and his intriguing with Hahabat Khan showing him the path 
of misdeed and encouraging him^ommitiing landesirable xi 
actsj and his falling a victim to Divine waath and^s4,p^©aswe, 
and his committing suicldei and the rest of the episode^ (['f*^ ^ 7 
1* fhe person named Arab who started this mischief was the 
product of wickedness in the town of Shiraz. 
2. He was comnronly'toiown as Bast-l-Ohalib. But from the han 
of wickedness he had had a full share. 
3. It was decreed that he (Arab) should present himself 
at the royal cotirt and should bring Mahabat Khan 
4. It was further decided that he should also capture 
the enemy as a prey and should bring into possessions all 
his wealthy riches and property* 
5* And that he should take in his custodyi precious stones| 
;Jewellery and the hidden treasurers (of Mahabat Khan). 
6. As also the elephants of Mangloos(places famous for 
white lelephants) and all the thrones made of ebony. 
7. He(the Arab) went and took his friends into prey 
and due to his wickedness| he wished(the king) evil, 
8. Through his evil ways and deceit, he achieved a high 
position and lived with the others in boasting . 
9. He rendered the world aetive( by his misdeeds) and 
because of him the earth of mischief became fermented. 
10» He was an embodiment of deciet, enemlty and ill-will 
He threw the world into disaster. 
11. Asaf Khan did unto him amany a good turn and showing 
him earnest consideration helped him in his rise. 
12. He had received many favoiirs from the king but at leas 
last he broke the salt cellar (i.e. became ungrateful to the 
king). 
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13. He fell In with those \itLO were not faithful to 
the king and performed avaricious deeds. 
14. He showed many a way to the enemy, and in doing 
so he piled one misdeed over another. 
15. The salt made him commit the undesirable act. 
Ultimately he fell headlong into the well dug 
iy himself. 
16. hook at, the salt, that it, proved fatal at last 
and he (Mahabat Khan) himself thrust the dagger 
into his bosom. 
17. He himself laid open his bosom and cut his head 
himself. 
18. Notorious for his wickedness, he, at last went 
to the grave through his own hands. 
19. His sordid body became the food of the snakes, 
for evil doers reap evil in the end. 
20. As a stage of hell was his ultimate destination, 
he died and hell became his abode. 
21. A Bvamst in the eyes of God and a criminal in the 
eyes of his master, he was quoted as an example 
of disloyalty^he people of the world. 
22. That notorious characters, on account of his 
inmate wickedness, fell victim to the arrow from 
the unknown (or to inner darkness). 
23. He reaped his share from every seed sown by himj 
and he became notorious among the wicked. 
Ho thing more deserves mention, and how long shall 
I traverse the path of his malevolence. 
25. 0 God keep us immune and protect us from the 
villiang of such villian in the name of Almighty 
the incomparable and the benevolent. 
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The acoomt stalsmltting Arz-dasbt to the emperor by 
Hahabat Khan, 
1, Arab approacheoi him (Mahabat Khan) and informed 
him about that affair, and thereafter revealed to 
him the royal order. 
2. Hearing this grief producing order of the king 
Hahabat Khan so^ht comsel from his nu>st sinoeer 
and most trustworthy companions. 
3-4. He submitted to the king a petition in humility, 
saying '^ If X deserve reproachment and humiliation, 
I am immediately proceeding to the covort covering 
the distance on my headi in all humiliation) and 
shall appraise the king of my state of affairs. 
5, If I have commited any misdeed, I will meet the 
the consequence of your displeasure• 
6. Vfhen the king came out of Lahore he held court of 
audience in the plain as lofty and magnificent as 
heaven. 
7. Every stage, where the king encamped, saw such a 
gathering of beauties that the beautiful garden 
cast its enamourous eyes towards it. 
8. IkhA^t,^- iU ' tn^ttu 
tli ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ C ^ 
iCuL • ) 
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9. With his arrival the desert was turned into 
a garden and the flower garden enaooisred the 
at-mosphere of the 
10. At every stage of journey pitched the royal 
tent J and the niaaber of his army men exceeded 
even the nmber of the moving planets. 
11. Wa.en they proceeded towards Kabul the face of the 
gK>on became dark on account of the dust raised 
on the road. 
12-13. The cunning and deceitful spies, s^af^ as wind, 
carried the news that the king had come out of 
the city of Lahore. 
14. In^ en that cunning Khan heard this news he became 
extremely alert in his affairs. 
15. He immediately set out for journey( covering the 
distance) one stage after another. His head was 
filled with the air of anger and his heart was 
filled witii grief. 
16. When the distance of one halt(Hanzil) remained 
between him and the king his morning became dark 
like the evening of separation. 
17. Thereafter a royal order was issued from the king 
to the Khan that he should not visit the court 
unless he was summoned. 
18. When Mahabat Khan heard royal order, he was very 
grieved and his heart was filled with remorse and 
indignation. 
19. Then ^ saf Khan sent a man to him (Mahabat Khan) 
and communicated many messages concerning different 
matter. 
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20. In the first place do not conceal any of the 
jvels, and present them Immediately. 
21*22. Secondly the elephant money in cash and all 
other things appropriated by you as hooty in 
Bengal} shotild he enlisted and sent to the 
king and do not commit anything that might appear 
undesirable and wicked. 
23. When this news reached the disloyal man he became 
aware of the orders of the king. 
24. While on the way he sent some of the elephants 
which were with him to the imperial court. 
25. Then that unfortianate man offered a member of 
excuses about silver, pearls and gold. 
ic 
^-27. That^did not accumialate spoiles for myself and in 
28. order to win victory for the emperor distributed 
the money and gold among the troops which 
accompanied me and particularly to one who staked 
his life with manliness. 
And whatever is left as a very paltry share 
thereof, I will bring with me at the time of 
kissing your feet (as a token of and mark of 
submission and subjugation). 
30. May my soul and life be sacrlfleed for the homour 
of the name of the king and may all my gold and 
rich be scattered at the royal thresh-hold. 
31. Thus he spoke out one of the lies and displayed 
one of the sign of his wickedness. 
32. There was no truth in his statement, and his 
conduct was entirely based on mischief and 
negligence. 
•la-
ss* The messenger returned vrith elephant and 
broiaght the reply when the two armies remained 
one mile from each other* 
S4* He thus speaks with humility and submission 
that the king has always been generous to me* 
S5* I do not know what is my fault in this service 
which I have rendered and who else can be eqiaal 
to me in-tendering faithful service. 
36. I have an earnest hope from the favour of the 
king that will not forsake me helpless in 
the way. 
37* When this was reported to the king, the king 
became aware of his dealings* 
38* He (Mahabat Khan) was not given permission to 
comet ^ ^ ^ harsh reply was communicated to 
him* 
39. The spies reported of these developments at a 
time when the vile man had set out* 
40* The people who were his companions and were an 
ally and associates ^ him in the task of 
creating mischief. 
41* They reported mischief about the conditions of 
the army and made considerable endeavours and 
efforts for his sake. 
42* When (Hahabat Khan) has heard of it he got angry 
and set out towards the forest accompanied 
by the Rajputs* 
.3.4-
the accomt of the crossing of the river Bhat by 
the ara^ of Jehaiigifi with utmost despatch through a narrow 
bridge on that side of the river and of the emperor-going 
to sleep on the sofa of eoofort and satlsfeotlon under 
a small escort, composed of the Qarwal, and the near ones, 
the atte^ants serving on the hunting expedition, on this 
side of the river| and of his being off:his'guard along with 
all the loyal servants and soldiers on that side of the 
river on accomt of the deceit and rebellion on the part 
of the eneisy; and of Mahabat Khan reaching the royal 
residence along ^Ith Bajput soldiers* And how co^d it occur 
to Asaf Khan^s mind that any human could dare to show 
such impudence and disloyalty toward his king and master. 
the king had halted at this side of the river and was 
awaiting for a suitable opportunity to cross the 
river Bahat. 
2. From among the army men there was none with the 
king except some Intimate and loyal attendants 
of the royal court. 
3» A n\raber of game keepers- who were well versed in 
the art of game keeping remained there. 
4. The entire army had crossed the bridge. Many of 
them had traverssed forest and Bs::»untains. 
5« Xn the meantime some of the disloyal who were 
vent the ( the message ) to that unfortunate Khan. 
6. That the king has remained aSione at this side of 
the river Bahat and that you should march 
diaiely* 
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7. And that not one of the nobles has remained on 
this side (of the river) and they all have crossed 
that river as swift as wind. 
8. And that such a favourable opportxmity never comes 
in the way of any one, and if would not come 
your cause would be ruined. 
9. When Mahabat Khan came to know this he hastened 
immediately because of negligence. 
10. That he might capture the king by openning the 
door of deceit \:Q)on himself. 
11. He arrayed his ar^ into three sections and at 
once dispesred his assembly, 
12. He sent one divisionC of his army) towards 
ShaharyarC and it looked as a wave rises from 
the surface of the ocean. 
13. Another section of the army began to cross the 
bridge so that it might take necessary steps 
with delibration. 
14. He came to the court along with one section of 
the army. 
15. When he reached the thresh-hoId of the camp of 
the king he alighted from his horse and ran iigjto 
the court. 
16. The army of the treacherous Rajputs accompanied 
him but on taking up the battle. 
17. The Hajib (chamberlain) came to welcome him and 
thot^ht that perhaps. 
18. He said " your going in this fashion is against 
the court etiquette as you have not been suoomoned 
by the emperor". 
19. The moment he ( the Hajib) uttered this he (Mahabat 
Khan) drew out his lance and thrust it into his 
(Hajib»s ) seat of twet, out of malice. 
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20. And he hastened to the king and exchanged bitter 
(U 
words with^ .eniiehs» 
21. He stood before the throne of the king, with 
a tongue eloquent in apologies and with a face 
fixed ^ the groimd. 
22. The king woke up by his voice and became aware 
of the commotion of his Hindus, 
23. fhe King was very much displeased with his malice 
and deceit) and he busied his mind )in devising 
means) of his arrest and internment. 
24. As it was a critical moment the king did not give 
vent to his feelings in the least at the moment. 
25. Addressing the king Mahabat Khan said" you know 
of the secrets of everybodys heart". 
26. If you have seen me committing any offence, t«ll 
me that offence of mine. 
27. Her© is ray head before you and here slay it with 
a sharp sword; I am willing to sacrifice my life 
at yom- feet. 
28. I am your old slave y&«Ps who has faithfully served 
you in the past. 
29. What has caused you sever©( the bounds) of love 
for me and turn your face from me. 
30. At this moment he said to the king "Rise instantly, 
, look after the welfare of the enQ)ire and give a 
fight. 
31. So that the soldiers of the ara^ f may see you 
mounted on the horse and in doing so they|^pick 
the flower of good fortune( from the garden of 
yoiir face), 
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32, « Hov you should rls® and sit on your horso 
and loave for ay tenVUeaorp). 
33* Wmn ttm King heard this talk and found so keon 
in his persuation and efforts* 
34. Ho mountad on the horse like the sian and rode 
towards his (Mahabat Khan) tents. 
35• When the king riding on the horse covered some 
distance he (Kahabat Khan ) took hold of the 
reins of kings horse and carried him off the 
vay» 
^ t Thereafter he seated the King on an elephant and 
drove the elephant towards his oa^ ]^ * 
37* Be brought the king m d seated hiaj and grew 
fond of the candle of his cheek like a moth. 
38. When the King became aware of his conduct and 
attitude he was much annoyed by his (Hahabat 
Khan) misdeed. 
39. Howevert as the situation at the time was 
critical the king was not i;^ set (to show his 
mger) at the turn of the affair. 
40. Thesps from he hastened towards the royal residence 
and in tbe meantime let loose the rein of the horse 
41. He was pleased (to reach) the royal tent and 
he look some rest over there. 
42. When he sat on the throne his heart was much 
grievedf at the separation from the Begum. 
43* When the king came and the Begum did not pay her 
visit, tbe exalted king enquired about it. 
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44« The attendants informed hia liov ene could 
relieved from |i iiaprisonaeiit* 
4@« Seated in a canopied eXephant Begtim had gone 
over the other side of the river was shedding 
tears of blood because of separation from you* 
46. The ei^eror said to Sadiq Khan thus "carry 
out message to that aocai (Begum). 
47. And speak to her that without her the fl^ evour 
of t^ pleasure and delight has fallen dowi in 
pieoesi and 1 have stuck to my skirt the thorn 
of her separation* 
48. And if she desire( my safety) she should start 
immediately and should not quarrel with the 
fate**. 
49* lilhen Sadiq Khan brought the message of the king 
(to the Begm) her heart was filled vdth 
grief and sorrow. 
50. Her face touched the ground as a mark of respect 
to the king and she performed t^e ceremonies 
of respect on the spot* 
51. She said '*1dw one can apeak about separation 
between me aisd the king, separation between 
soul and body is something un-usual* 
S2ii53. But so long as that accursed and ill started 
person has taken hold of the sittzation over 
there like the excarable satan it is not 
<Alf 
possible for me to be- put yvith his coispany 
and his conduct as he (Hahabat Khan) is the 
fountain of fraud and reception. 
54* 0 God let it be no bodys fate to see the face 
of 5t2eh a beast good work is tmit&mmit to 
misdeed• 
55* Otherwise I my sotaX is always with the king and 
god Himself is a witness to this statement of 
sine* 
56* (Addressing the King she thm spoke)*'0 sajr faithful 
and triae friend if I do not come to you, forgive 
me for staying behind* 
57* As the biirning desire of my heart (for you) is 
well known to yoU| X do not wish to live without 
you even for a mernent*'* 
SB* When Sadiq Khan heard this conversation he carried 
the Begums wishes aoul instead of herself* 
59* Sadiq Khan reported to the king "I did my level 
best to bring her (with me) I exercised my utmost 
effort in this connection* 
60-61* But my arguments were not acceptable to her^ 
ultimately X was convinced that she was unwilling 
to accoi^ai^ me and for this she begged forgiveness 
from the king* 
6S«63, As the throne of the king was placed near the 
river bahk| he asked that a boat should be 
brought for him( he did so) in the hope that he 
might reach over the opposite bank of the river 
and join the Begum* 
64. An attendant named Chajju who was brought ^ 
under the royal patronage and was glad to carry 
out the royal order* 
65* He replied that the royal boat was ready* He 
(Hahabat Khan) got angry at it. 
66* He made a hint to behead him (Cha^ju) throw him 
headlong into the river* 
67. The blood thirsty exeoutioner<^ -teoshed tip and 
executed him in a moaent in utter wretchedness9 
68. All of them, with lanoesp spears1 swords» and 
arrows in their hand| ^^^ ^be boat of 
Jehangir. 
69» fhe King did not call for an explanation out of 
•^lA-
kindness end did make aiiy^  «mjf»iry-and did make 
any enquiry about his conduct. 
70. le showed his kingly indifference in this matter 
and M all appearance he handed over him (Chajju) 
to the blood thirsty* 
71* The king was grieved on account of separation 
from the face of the Begum and wrinkles were 
visible on his fore-head out of indignation. 
78. Speaking to the inner circle of the court the 
king said in so many words. The separation of that 
moonC i.e. Begum) has put me lander great distress. 
•21. 
?3* Ihe went away from m@ without ai^ information and 
left tm iiliere all alone* 
74. Hotiiing is known to me about her condition. X 
believe that her soi^ is undergoing great agony* 
7S» For a long tjUie she never sought separation from 
se| and we are lil^ e tvQ souls in one body. 
76* It is not possible for me to stay away from her 
because X seldom find rest and peaee without her* 
77* 0| windls'the messanger of the unfortunate who are 
deprived of the sight (of the beloved) go on my 
behalf and inform the queen* 
78. fell her that I am conscious of her love only 
and no naa^ other than yows comes to eiy lips. 
79* And that in this separation (from you) I was 
helpless a M let there be no bitterness in yoia* 
b^art towards me* 
80. I will keep nay eyes towards the rose garden of 
your facet your face illwinates bqt courtC heart). 
81* I have that love and affection towards you which 
was never felt by Ma4niBi for ^ila* 
82* If Farhad entertained love for Sheereen, I love 
you even with greater intensity. 
83* And if Bulaikha indulge in the love of Joseph X 
was thrown into the ocean of sorrow Iqr your love. 
84* ^nd if was W£urm in love with Asra your 
love has awakened more desire in ae for you. 
86* And if the moth is conspicuous by (its love for) 
candle my heart is in tune with your love* 
86* And if moon mingles with the sun^ the curls pf 
yow tresses keep me in chain* 
•2S-
87 • The love of ay soiil for you is not transitory and 
my sovX cannot live without you even for a ooment. 
88» In this connection h© gave a fre© play to the 
yearnings of his heart and showed extvema love 
for the Be gam • 
89»90. Then turning to Sadiq thus siapoke with kindness 
and benevolence, 01 intelligent Khan carry a 
few messages from ae to her and tell i»r that I 
have no rest without her. 
91. And then he comaunieated another message to Asa" 
Khan» and put in his hand the royal ring. 
9S» He (Jahangir) bade him some orders as a mark of 
favour and showed him (Asaf Khan) great kMindness. 
93. Now you should no more put a pretext before me 
as the ring has become a sign of (close relations) 
between us. 
94. And that I gave you (Asaf Khan) the provinces of 
Mult an and Pm^ab, do not, therefore show your 
keeness for war needlessly. 
9&. !4ahabat Khan agreed to it, for this reason he 
took the son into custody. 
96. He also entrusted (his) wife and son to the Begum 
and apparently he has washed out all vices. 
97. May he, you entertain the idea of J you should 
control(your) anger and ill-will. 
98. By the order of the king, that Khan (Sadiq Khan) 
tyiiw set out to convey to^many sane advices. 
-23-
99. Crossing tbe river Bahat he ordered his journey 
in a short time* 
100» He coiam\mioated the royal aessage to him (Asaf £^an> 
(it said) '*Giv9 vtp ill will and malice and set 
out for the court* 
101# As this had already heen pre-ordained by destiny* 
how can this thorn ( of tension and rivalry) be 
removed fros the way through war» 
102-i03t Sadiq Khan said once again, " Remember the^e 
wards of nine that- so long as king Jahangir is 
is there on that sidsi no one can dare to take vp 
sword in his hand (to fight against the king). 
104» Asaf Khan, was grieved to hear these words and 
took away his luggage from the residence of 
patience and restC l*e» and lost rest and peace of 
mind)* 
10S» And replied- Ot Cr\iel Khani do not inflict more 
injuries to my feelings* 
106. How can His Majesty agree to it that he (Mahabat 
Khan) should take over the duties of the commaider 
of fhis empire* 
107. The king does not, at all try to please hira, 
contrarily he prefers his death to his life* 
108* I want to wage this war for the reason that the 
king^like^ his (Mahabat Khan's) presence ( in 
the court)* 
109* Other\«ise X do not wish to go against his orders 
and am willing to obey the king faithfixlly* 
X10« Theraafter he went into %hQ Begams ^ampitent) 
and began to dlscioss his plan for the war 
(literally the day of ^ar5» 
111. He seated the Begaa in a campied elephant so 
that the preparatioris for the deadly battle 
shoiald be mad©» 
112« It was dscidad to reacTJS the klngC from the eneiaay) 
and pick the flower of his hope from the state* 
113. The object of the battle was to bring back the king 
imiaediately In the hands of the friends. • 
-25-
The account of the marshalling the ranks bf Asaf 
Khan and of riding by Haw Begiam Badshah, secluded from the stin 
in the littered conopyj and march of the Jahangir*s forces, 
the majority heing on the other side ( of the river Bhat")^  
and crossing the river Bhat towards the enemy. And as the 
said river was flowing with great rush and speed in three 
currents and or this reason Asaf ^ a n was b\3sy in making 
the army cross. And from that side Mahabat Khan made the 
prince of the world and of its inhabitants SuLtan Shahar 
Yar with Chatra Alaa and elephants, of the royal army 
aeoampanied with the Rajput soldiers, arr^ed in battle order 
and approached the bank of the river. And joining the battle 
by the two armies and in the meantime giving up the plan 
of battle Asaf Khan as the prince Sultan Shaharyar had 
come with royal Chatr, and the rest of the aocomt. 
1. The army of the Khan (most probably Asaf Khan) x»t 
came in motion in order to join the battle and his 
fear made the earth tremble^. 
2. From the battle camp came out an army of which you 
say that two hundred waves arose from ocean. 
3. They rode with so miach noise commotion and timult 
that at last they reached the river bank. 
4. Accidentally there was no bridge over the river and 
there was much water in the river and on that side 
(of the river) there was a warlike and blood thtrsty 
ari^. 
6. This am^ had the king as its chief a king who was 
not only a king but the protector and keeper of the 
world too. 
(26) 
€• Altlsotagh his intentions ( in this particular battle) 
were not delibrate yet his maintaining silence was 
meant to serve his own interest. 
7» that if he goes astray from taking part in this lattle^ 
his own affairs will|^ damage<l. 
8* Henoelit becaiM essential for him to keep compaz^ 
and to act according to the advices of that malicious 
person( Hahabat Khan)* 
9. ITou should not think that he himself tookthis wrong 
step* He accompanied him due to prudence* 
10- He started from that side ( of the rive) with a 
large aroQr whose soldiers were as steadfast as mountain 
in their assistance end support^each other, 
11* As he (Hahabat Khan ) kept the prince at the fore 
front of the army ( in the first row). The banners 
were raised over his head. 
12» From this side( of the river) Asaf Khan»s amy 
proceeded towards the river in proper order. 
13* Begam too was seated on a conopied elephant 
wil^ her attendants. Her glory and dignity hcui 
captured the whole world. 
14. As the ferocious river wess divided into three 
parts it became very difficult to cross it. 
16. In crossing every section'^he river several were 
drowned and thus killed in .that disturbed water. 
16 • the brave soldiers galloped their horses bixt were 
utterly perplexed (troubled) in the midst of the 
river* 
17* that exalted and dignified Khan crossed over two 
divisions of that river which was as a matter of 
fact like a mirage before his eyes. 
(27) 
X8.19. In this dT3ratlon the {talib who was wJLl reputed 
for his courage and waXoiar came and crossed 
over the river and made a severe assaialt (attack) 
on the enemy} and from another side Fidai Khan 
galloped on his horses into the battlefield. 
20. Like a fercio\2s lion who comes from the thicket 
and appears on the fields | Fidai Khan came into 
action in his company (Alhxt Talib). 
21. In a moment both of them crossed the river and 
were impatient for the life of the enemy. 
22. Like lighting and strong wind they rushed towards 
the ajmy of that evil thinker (Hahabat Khan). 
23. They showed such valour and bravery in the battle 
that the affairs of the enemies became hopeless. 
^^ 24. Iradat Khan also rushed and galloped his horse 
from the another side towards the army of the 
eneii^ . 
25. And once again that lion-hearted and courageous 
fighter (i.e. ) due to whose valour even 
the heaven shiiddered. 
26» Hade such an xaproor thw affairs of the enes^ 
were totally upset. 
27. The clamour and V5»roar of the trumpets and the 
heating and blows of the large drms were inciting 
(stim\alating) the hearts of the warriors for 
(towards) an honorable and noble caiU'se^(was 
a source of stimulating in their hearts a sense 
of noble pride and honoiar and dignity). 
28. (It was a source of encouragement for the wariors 
to T^ gphold the cause of their reputation and 
honour. who 
28. Hahabat Khan had only one brother/was Hahabat 
Khan^s companion in all respects ( who shared 
Hahabat Khan's beliefs). 
(28) 
29. Daring the fearful war he was crushed ao%m \jnder 
the feet of those lioiihearted warriors. 
SO. But Khan (asost probably Asaf Khan) was not aware 
of this Incident and was not affected by that 
war and its consequences. 
31* Mahabat Khan had no Information about this battle 
(probably that encotaater in which his brother 
was killed) and it had no effect on hit heart 
32. fhen Asaf Khan was plunged in deep contemplation 
about this affair, lest i| might give pain^the 
heart of the king. 
33* In a moment he changed his (mind) and one intention 
agitated his heart* 
34. That if I too cross the river and become Impatient 
in waging war against that malicious. 
35. Let it not bCf that some fatal misfortune might 
reveal itself (appear) out the ourta4n of the 
curtain of the invisible world, and that all 
virtues might be converted into vices. 
36. (Asif Khan*s speech continued) " I did not expect 
him to bring the royal parasol on the day of battle. 
37, Otherwise I am even prepared to sacrifice my 
life for kings* sake and about this statement 
God himself is my witness". 
38. How come and listen the description of the gallant 
encounter which the queen offered^the queen who 
is the sisomit and top of wisdom and shrewdness. 
30. She was totally unaware of the fact that Khan 
had chasiged his mind and she did not know why 
(29) 
he had withdrawn his attention from the battle 
and the battle-field. 
40. \ifeen, in a state of Mtter impatience and rest-
lessness for making a raiil on the enemy she 
crossed the river, 
41. She was mder the impression that Asif was 
accompanying her from behind with all glory, 
pomp and felicity. 
42* j&nd was making a serene assaislt on the army of 
the enemy and was making his feet of valour 
firm and solid and was displaying extreme 
bravery. 
43. But how could she( the queen) ]bnow that Asif 
would turn backCwithdraw) for the sake of 
the safety of the king. 
44. She therefore, ordered for the enes^ to be 
pushed back and driven off, and waged a strong 
warfare against the enemy. 
46. She arranged < or ordered to be arranged) the 
whole army and from the side of right and from 
the side of left the troops were arrayed. 
46. On account of zealous sense of pride she ordered 
her elephant to bsmoved, so that the enemies 
might be crushed and done wgsy with. 
47. When the litter of the queen appeared there 
was a tumultuous noise and commotion among the 
enemies. 
48. The queen sat inside her litter ^ith an intentioi 
to demolish the foes and with an idea of 
recapturing the king back. 
49. The people, from far and near witnessed that a 
tumultuous terror was everywhere. 
50. The coin>ageoiis and experienced warriors who had 
amply tasted the relish of adveribities and 
downs) of life and of warfare. 
51. There was witnessed ^  in the whole arfl^ f of the enemy^ 
a disr^5>tion and agitation on account of the fiery 
shots of the queens g«n which cotild overthrow even 
the lions. 
52. The elephants were all rushing with their snouts on 
their shoulders and were making efforts to engage 
tcheiBSelves in war. 
53. When the enemies saw the litter of the queen, all 
made up their ainds to plmge in warfare. 
54. The queens* elephant received a vomd by the spear 
(lance) of the enemies» and those wicked people 
committed this villainous etc. 
55. HDW could the people expect that gro\3®) of people 
would go astray from the path of loyalty in such a 
way. 
56. Ifeen the que®Bs» elephant withstood that we^d 
the queen threw down the gun firom her hands. 
57. And about ten persons, on account of feeling sense 
honow and prestige, plunged in warfare. 
58. Thereafter the elephant of the queen rushed down towards 
the battle-field like a roaring lion with wrath and 
I ferocity. 
59. All the elephants of the queens' ar^ with their noses 
did the s&m thing which a crocodile does to its 
enemy. 
60. In the meantime the news wasconveyed to the queen. 
Hay the world be empty from her enemies. 
61. t.That Asif Khan had not crossed the river and was not 
coming to accompany her and that he was in a state of 
wavering on account of care for kings* safety. 
62. When the ara^en foiaid Khan in this state they also 
got an opportunity to leave the battle-field and 
save their lives. 
63. 
(31) 
63. Abu Talib twned his face off from that battle-
field and gdtso Fidai Khan [moved towards the forest. 
64. VfeeA Asif Khan did what the occasion demanded, the 
queen too moved back towards her arny and withdrew 
from the warfare. 
65. This idea sprang ^on and suited her mind, and on 
account of this retreat vjhich she acted i^ jon (adopted^ 
she became famous for her vrisdoa and shrewdness. 
66. She adopted this wise device only forthe sake of 
the king. Hay the whol^ world be sacrificed for him. 
67. The pen reached vipto the stage and soon withdrew from 
writing because all was finished whether it was good 
or bad. 
68. No delay took place for the executidn of that affair 
which was already preordained by the hands of destiny. 
The affairs turned as they were destined to be. 
V Jflt 
The ancedote of the movement and turning out 
(proceeding) of the royal banners, full of the sign 
of victory, from the capital of Lahore towards Kabul 
and assassination of Ahdadl^and the Afghan chief^at 
the haiids of Zafar Khan, and sending his head to 
welcome His Majesty's, the emperor Jahanghir's presence, 
and the disruption of some of the dreadful (frightening 
affairs which took place while proceeding towards Kabul 
and of that took place while returning from Kabul, and 
the rest of the anecdote. 
1. When the emperor crossed the river Indus( or 
Attock) he passed through that mountainous region 
and that desert ( i.e. beyohd the river). 
2. When his resolution^roceed towards Kabul became 
) 
firm, he had no hesitation to go in that direction. 
3. Zafar Khan came from Kabul to kiss his Majesty's 
feet, and wMle still in the way, he ordered the 
drums to be beaten to celbrate kings glory. 
4. An army accompanied him up to the royal court which 
raised the dust so high as to render the face of 
the moon darkeMd. 
6. Safdar Khan and a group of other chivalrous 
chiefs who were all capable of destroying the ranks 
of the enemies at the day of the battle. 
6. Arrived at the court of the exalted and eminent 
king and received many favours from the king. 
7. Incidentiy Zafar Khan had achieved a victory and 
had brought the Afghan chief under siibjugation. 
33 
8* M d that the name of this imluclcy and unfortunate 
person was A&iad who always endeavoured hard in 
waging wars and cempaigns* 
9* He had his abode in the siountainoias region of Kahul 
a region from whose inclemencies and distresses 
none could get any refuge or shelter* 
10« The passage upto Kabul was constantly full of danger 
because of him end he was extremely bold in committing 
robberies* 
11* During that period while he was the chief of the 
Afghans I the whole azisy (of the king) was in great 
perplexity because of his declet and fraudulent act* 
12. And the army was constantly engaged in war against 
himy sometimes due to his duplicity and sometimes 
due to his deception and fraddi* 
13* But ultimately on account of good fortune of the 
world possessing king) Jahangir he (A&dad) fell a 
victim in the clutches of Zafar Khan* 
14* He cut his (Abdads*) head and sent to the king and 
also set to destroy his wife and sons* 
1&, fhey brought that head in the royal presence and 
when the king cast his glance on that head* 
16* The executioner raised that head on the point of 
the spear^ and then it was sent to the capital, 
Iiahore* 
17* So that it might be hanged at the city gate to 
signify and declare that every enemy(of the king) 
thus receives the lost(share) of his head luck 
after committing villainous acts* 
18* Thereafter the king drove his horses towards Kabul| 
and to proceed towards Kabul he discarded all hesita-
tion* 
3L 
19 • Wha^ that eminent and exalted king reached KabisX 
he held a royal cotart of edcidiieniee and sat on a 
throne which was as glorious as the elevated heavens. 
SO* the inhabitants decorated and adorned the whole of 
the eity and went 6ut to aeoord welcome to the eoqperor* 
21* People in large numbers came out of the city of 
Kabt>l, with presents and swift paced honrses* 
22. There was a world adorning (Jahan Ara) garden in 
KabtJl btiming or-byand in the heart of the heaven. 
23* the Emperor plucked fruits from its branches and 
a large nwaber of people were benefitted by its bounty. 
24* 111 kinds of flowers were growing and blooming in that 
garden and it was free and fttr removed from (gentles s of 
the aeci3sing 4f the critics* 
25* It was so re{Lete with fruits and flowers that the 
inhabitants of Kabul derived great profits out of them. 
26* Its foundation stone had been laid by kings orders* It 
had robbed paradise of its purity beauty and brightness* 
27* Accoirding to the orders of the king Jahangir it had 
been constructed by skilful and expert artisans* 
28* &n another garden in Kabul which was like paradise 
and could be said as a rival to (paradise) it* 
29* was s^erior to the garden of paradise because 
of its pleasmtness and beauty a M the people called 
It by the na]s« of Shahr Ara* 
30-31* With the orders of the king of seven climes i*e* 
Jalal-t3ddin Mohammad Shah Akbar«-
" this garden had been prepared and ptxt in order, 
viiMeh made the Hoories of paradise cast their glances 
at it* 
32. Such two gardens were seldom noticed and seen by 
the eye of the world- who are watered and carved 
in such a harmony. 
33. One of them was (dedicated) to the Begm and in 
order the king was on the top of his spirits. 
34. When the game was scarcely available in Kabul, 
the heart of the king was not satisfied, ^ ?ith 
this. 
35. Therefore those two gardens became the place of 
recreation for the king and the Begum where the 
nightingales were always chanting sweet notes. 
36. But wherever some game or prey can«6>in the 
target of the bow and the arrow- the game-keepers 
hurried \g>to seize it like the smoke. 
37. The place was enclosed firom all sides so that none 
might enter that area reserved for kings hunting. 
38. That suddenly the game keepers, the Rajputs and 
the Moghals raised a cry(shouted as a expression of 
resentment and orotest against the decision of the 
king). 
39. When the king made up his mind to proceed to his 
hunting expedition his heart became afflicted and 
miserable because of the Rajputs. 
40-41. Bnxjh was the royal mandate that none should accompany 
him without permission. 
Except a group of game-keepers for that 
purpose who were warlike and brave in hmting. 
42. Who in order to forbid people from himting, had kept 
themselves under servitude of the kings' orders. 
43. The game-keepers enclosed ( the way to) and restricted 
the hmging place (area) and with the intention. 
44. that within hmting area (place) reserved for the 
world possessing king non should enter and canse 
disturbance in that affair. 
45. But staddenly a troop of the ari^ of Rajputs who 
were the slaves of food and livelihood. 
46. With the bear cry they drew out their spears and 
lances I M t h the intention of cmmbat (fight enco\mter) 
rushed towards the kings men. 
47. As a result of this fifeht at last it so happened that 
one of the guards was badly slaughtered. 
48. At that time they did not disclose anything to the 
king and when the king came to the royal appartment 
they sBqpoke to him. 
49. But they did not bring it to the notice of the king 
then,and when the king came back to the palace they 
said 
50. "If we are your Majestys humble slaves and have been 
ordered by ^our majority to remain inside the 
htmting place. 
51. When anyone who has no business to come and go why 
he enters the boiandry of the royal hunting place I" 
52. The king was greatly agitated at this news and 
s4id to these men by way of secrecy. 
53. Perhaps these men have lost their sense of honour^^ 
you shoxald not allow anybody to come m to my door. 
54. You, too should display your valour, and severe 
the headsof these invidious people fuom their bodies". 
// 
55. With this one word(sentence) which came out of those 
lips (i.e. the lips of the king) you may say the 
life-time of Rajputs was destined to come to an end. 
-^9 ' ' 66. One adrgtit in the presence of the king Jahangir, 
a discussion was going on (through the words of fate 
and destiny) to the following effect. 
56-57. That if ten Rajputs and hundred Mughal were to fight 
each other like the devils (demons) and the beasts. 
58. When these words (sentences) were uttered by Mahabat 
Khan, that king gave the following reply with all 
dignity and elegance. 
59. They have no weapons except spear- and who is there 
to fight the Moghals. 
60. When a day or two elaaspsed after this talk its news 
and rumour travelled for and near within the plains 
and barren lands. 
61. The Mughals became furio\Js on account of their sense 
of honour a sense of honour which served as an 
example, warning and admonitory for the whole . 
62. Nearly six thousand Rajputs who were all tested 
warriors and were men of the day of battle and that 
of the battlefield. 
63. They set together and pledged sincerely among them-
selves for the battle. 
64. On that side the Moghals were about six hundred in 
number and then the army of the Rajputs came to 
fight. 
65. At first they need (kept proud) the gun and art of 
their wolfishness jthey became like the sheep. 
66. But when they had to use the spears (fight with 
the spears and lances) the ill luck misfortune 
siarrounds the Rajputs. 
67. About one thousand and five htandred Bajputs were 
killed on that battlefield at the hands of these 
lions(lion hearted warriors). 
68. And about fifteen hundred (Rajputs) were killed 
in the country ( in that vicinity) of that mountainous 
region. 
69. Many Rajputs were purchased as captives by the Moghals 
by HazarasC a tribe of the race of Afghans) and by 
Afghans. 
70. Incidently there was a Rajput who was M surprised by 
beholding swordsmanship of the Moghals* 
71. One Hazara ( a member of the tpWEtof Afghans) took 
him captive and accumulated 40 rijqpees by seUv 
him as a slave to a person. 
72. That fellow too, in his turn sold that Rajput to another 
person who considered the Rajput were more worthless 
than straw-
73. That third person (who was a tradesman) again sold 
him to a Balkhi and the Rajputs* soul (heart) was 
much grieved at this business of se-WCv.^ . 
74. He was assignee|( Muqta-i) of Rs.40 thousands but 
Mahabat Khan increased it every year. 
76. When in the meanwhile, he (Mahabat Khan) heard ttfa-t ^ ^ 
news he found that the Rajputs were not at all 
moved. He found no influence of his over the Rajputs. 
76. Kine out of ten Rajputs did not appear before his 
heart was much worried by this. 
77. When he thus fomd the condition of the Hindus he 
shed blood from the eyes-
3? 
78. He was shedding tears for this group of people 
and was throwing mi2d on his head out of sheer 
79, He abandoned all rest and sleep, and for the sake 
of revenge he set out toward this gTOV^* 
80* In the meanwhile he was informed about the Hazaras 
and that they had revolted onee again. 
81* In order to victsmize the emesay he sent down 
Zafar Khan with a huge army. 
82. and showed extreme madness and favour to him. 
83. Hahabat Khan thus spoke to Zafar Khan, you should 
resort to enmity or malice in any way. 
84. from among those Rajputs who have been taken captive 
by the Hazaras, variotas have been sold twice or 
even thriee. 
85. Among those such pure Rajputs who had no match of 
their ovai in warfare. 
86. In that warfare there kas fallen in captivity a Rajput 
If you can try to help and rescue him. 
87. ear to this suggestion of mine, arrest and bring 
him before me. 
88. If you perform this duty successfully (i.e. if you 
succeed in carrying my orders properly) you will 
find from me tiany favours and kindness, 
89. You will also have access to the court of the king 
Oj 
and you will wLways have a place in the circle of 
mj intimate companions". 
90. When he heard of this dignity and exaltation by 
the king, his whole affairs la^ ved according to 
the correct dictates of
91,* Whexi Zafar Khan made a thorough searohy he 
at last succeeded in finding l^im* 
92> He paid money and then he purchased him from the 
Balij^hi, and when he waw his funny and ridiciilous 
bearing and appearance. 
93* He said in his heart. If Khan had not recommended 
for him, he was not worth pi»chasing even for a 
damrhi* 
94* He paid out the money, p\archased him and gave him 
a good dress to wear, and then and there he sent 
him to the KhanCM/>v*w.%fcT) to convey this message that-
95, I complied with the orders of the iChan with all 
sincerity of my heart and that I succeeded in 
bringing him through the good luck of the Khan. 
9^. When Hahabat Khan saw that Rajput his heart was 
extremely happy# 
97. He held him (the Bajput) by the hand and brought 
him before the king telling that his heart was 
heavy becatase of his captivity. 
98. Zafar Khan ultimately did his job and showed extreme 
sincerety in this matter. 
99. ¥hen the emperor looked at the Bajput, at once his 
holy heart was utterly effected by this scene. 
100. That one who had so much of courage as to 
sell him like slaves. 
101. He should be at once given subsistence money who 
risked his own life for the sake of another. 
102. The heart of Mahabat Khan was utterly tormented 
by the murder of the Rajputs. 
103. He left taking meals, restained sleep and for the 
sake of revenge he came tip to that group of 
people (i.e. the Mughals). 
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104. Thus he said to the king with a face fiall of 
misery and affliction. It was because of the tl^^ 
that this happened to me. 
105. I will annihilate all of thea and I will caiase 
their lives to come to m end. 
106. The reply from the icing was such that if he 
(Mahabat Khan) was as bitter as poisoni he was 
as sweet and healthful as the honey. 
107. He then ordered, (toy one who has done so^it is 
xspto you either to arrest him,kill him or keep 
him in your custody. 
108. Mahabat Khan then at once rose and left the king 
with malHVolaat fj^t full of anger and malice. 
109. He called out three or four of that groi:^ , assert* 
ing that they should respect his commands and 
submit to him. 
110. But they did not agree to come to him and stayed 
at their respective places. 
111. We will^ '^ ie duped by your saying, and will not 
be deceived to follow your advice. 
112. When Mahabat Khan thus fotmd his affairs, he 
apprehended the danger of revolt and tumult. 
113. He then cunningly pacified them and encouraged 
their hearts, and apparently gave them consolation, 
114. When some days passed after this squabble the 
hearts of the Moghals felt iflamune from his side 
and believed his advice to be trm, 
115, They all presented themselves to the court of the 
king and touched the ground of the royal thresh-
hold with their foreheads( i»e. paid respects). 
116. Then their commander-in-chief ( most probably Khan) 
th^ spoke to them, "Leave the path and way§ cr^  
walking obliquely (leave perverseness) and cope with 
righteousness ( traversing on the right way)• 
117. Reveal your affairs truly to the king and acquire 
grace and your hearts desire by truth fulness. 
118. That this strife which occured between you and 
the Bajputs has caused great loss and damage to the 
people ( i.e. the Rajputs). 
119. fell what was the cause and how did lihis battle 
take place which struck on the glass of your fortune. 
120. By way of hmility they said to the king that the 
fight was initiated by the Rajputs and said. 
121. "They all r m towards us with swords and spears. 
l2St Their ariay exceeded six thousand in number} and 
moved towards us like an army which engages in a 
night assa\2lt* 
123. They approached with an intention of slayings us and 
gave no opportunity to save our lives. 
124. Our whole army consisted of six hundred soldiers- or 
at the most seven hundred. 
125. But the victory fell to one side by the grace of 
Almighty and by that victory God bestowed lagpen our 
lives * 
126. All the initiative in this battle was taken by the 
Ra;5puts who were proud and intoxicated. 
127. They plentifully gleaned from the flower of heresy 
and met a worst result of their wicked deeds. 
128. That tormentor and oppressor (Mahabat ) then regarded 
it as advisable to co-operate with Khwaja (the chief 
of the Wtoghals most probably) and thus enquired of 
him, " I ask you one thing, don't fear and speak it 
out to me freely.". 
129, ^ o u always claim to be true and sincere to 
me, therefore I ask thee one subtle point in 
privacy. 
13#. Efface from thy.vheart the (element of wrong thinking} 
come and speak to me truly what is right and correct. 
131. Vflaat should we do, with Asaf Khan, for Gods sake 
please speak the truth. 
132* And if you don't speak truly and hide anything 
from me, you would no longer remain ftny companion 
and associate. 
133. If tfeffi^we^M not speak the truth to me, then shall 
see my truth and anger exposed to t-hee^  
134. Jumlat--ul-Hulk gave him a reply which was correct 
and truthfiil. 
135. That whatsoever you did has gone out;Jyour hands 
and the arrow shot from the bow never returns. 
136. Out of my wisdom I related my policy and I arranged 
the pearls of meaning according to the tradition. 
137. Xour question has been answered^May God bless you. 
138. In this connection I have not put tqp any pretext 
to you, as you are the most distinguished man among 
all the people. 
139. lou will not face humiliation in this affair you 
should always conform to this habit. 
140. So that you may perform your task immediately at a 
time when you are faced with it. And may your 
conduct become coaraustandable in the end. 
(Jt^j 
The pi?eliadeof the ancedote ( history and story) of Mahabat 
Khan's supremacy and his vanity (about himself) and his 2 '•I 
idle and foaiish talk about the people of Iran and Turan in 
the assembly of the exalted king, the king of the world 
and the refuge for the world, Abul Muzaffar Jahangir, and the 
versification (eloquence) and decoration of the poetry by the 
poet regarding every ancedote and the rest of the story. 
i* I bring before a fresh story and tfecoign its words 
and phrases purify my heart. 
2. I resort to versification afresh and in that I use 
colourful meanings and thoughts. 
3. I bestow thus the water of a^ttsar to peetry through 
my genius, and I marry with moral and mexplored 
thoughts. 
4. I now, become a fresh binder of the moseqary in the 
garden of poetry( i.e I compose fine poetry and thus 
decorate its garden) and thereafter I breathe a 
breath which is as life giving as the breath of 
Holy Christ (Hazrat Isa). 
5. From the garden of ideas I pluck some fresh buds 
and make the nightingiaies produce sweet notes. 
6. I give afresh glamour to eloquence and speech and in 
this speech my pen becomes sugar scatterer. 
7. From my luminous poetry I light up a candle in the 
world, from which the moon derives its light. 
8. I light s-cch bright candles( of poetry) from my 
thought and genius that I cause hundred (disc of) 
moons to burn out of envy. 
9. I resort to a novel sort of artistry (architecture) 
in the garden and sing and chant up a melodious song 
like a nightingale. 
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10. I bring such a heartifiil bride of novel ideas in 
the bridal chamber that the Hories of the hundred 
worlds bring her beauty. 
11. I cause the hoi^se of my genius gallop and have 
many valuable ideas in the world. 
12. ¥hen the parrot of my eloquence comes to ray speech 
I become pearl scatterer with my coloiarful thoughts. 
13. My words keep pace with thoughts and I compose an 
extremely wonderful story. 
14. I keep suitable and good thoughts in that aasket 
and I spend them at the cost of the alchemy. 
15. Mahabat Khan was constantly in company of the king 
and inclined^shed the blood of the innocent people 
at all times. 
16. Aiid the commander in chief of the king Jahangir was 
devising means without the consent of the king. 
17. All the business (authority) eome went to his hands 
and he placed the severed head into a large basin. 
18. The king was in trouble by his trickeries but discreetly 
he did not mind or bother about them. 
19. His army consisted of the Rajputs and the Afghans 
and he had about ten thousand strong experienced 
warriors. 
20. He every now tod then, suggested to the king when , 
I remain at a distance of two (manzils) halting 
stages from Lahore. 
21. A large number of warriors and soldiers are there in 
the camp of the king and I would stain my hands with 
their blood. 
22. On both the sides I shall erect gibbets and by the 
heat of the sun I shall melt them to death. 
23. I wotald not have even a single Moghal sorvltlsg 
and ta as far the Iranls, they woTald fill their 
hearts with grief and sorrov. 
24* And I vovdd leave the arvy o^ the Hajpizts and 
would Move themCRajputs) like the waves of the 
river• 
The Aecoimt of the Navab Qndsly-i^-Alqab, Sahazada-i-
Alaa-o-Alaalan, Hur^l-Hadqah-l-Jahanlyan, Stiltan Shahar Yar, 
( May Crod grant him long life leaving for tatta and the 
incidents that occixrred in those days in the vicinity of 
Abai Bhat etc. and the rest of the story. 
1. As the infidftl devised aore villianotts means and 
decided to coamit wicked deeds, that is he^hoisld 
engage himself in slaying people. 
2. After hearing the description of the puzzle which 
was totally frivilous. 
3. He made tqp his mind to settle the affairs of the Siats 
(Shaharyar) and advised the king thus. 
4. That the king should go to Thatta and that a farman 
should be issued to this effect. 
5. He declared this and then called the royal scribe 
and in this move he made a curious haste. 
6. He wrote the order and sent it immediately} he did 
according to the dictates ofhis own heartj< diialre. 
7.-8. Although the exalted Shaharyar was not willingly 
to give permission for sending the faraan when 
this maws reached the Begum of the king. 
9. As the Sultan was away from the Emperor of his 
heart( i.e Queen) his heart was very much grieved 
10. His heart became extremely burning by this fire 
which that unfortunate man had lit tqp. 
11. But as the time was critical she helplessly sent 
towards Thatta. 
12. The king left the Begum with eyes full of tears 
and with a heart full of grief* 
13. He took leave of the king of the world and for 
proceeding (towards Thatta) received the robe of 
honour from the king. 
14. The keeper and preserver of the world, the heir 
to the throne (Shahyaryar) set out for Thatta 
with dignity and good fortune. 
15, The brid© of the priceC probably Shaharyar's) 
Bllqtiis and the qwen of Shaba of her time, 
Vftnen she received the orders from the king, 
16. She too covered the distance in the conpany 
of Sultan and covered aieynzll after laanzil, 
3-7* They were all the time thinking that the accursed 
sky was playing tricks with them. 
18. Th\is he laid the foundation of separation that he 
caiased separation between tis and the queen and 
the king. 
19. May it so happen that one day the whole world 
might revolt against this and oxw going to 
Thatta may become a story on the lips of every one. 
20. fhroiighout the way to Lahore this was the topic 
of disctaesion and the heart of the Sultan and the 
queen were busy in thinking of devices. 
21. That what will ultimately result in and how this 
secret will be revealed to us, 
22. At last the revolving sky did its job andthe 
heart of the enemy was full of worry and anxiety. 
23. After that consultation, fate came in harmony with 
hman devices. 
The orders were issued to the king of the tiae that 
the affairs of that wicked person have reached 
to this stage that 
25. The people of the world have got rid off his mis-
chief and his good luck has now donverted into 
misfortune. 
26. Xou should be prepared to obey all the commands 
of the king and accordingly remain at Lahore. 
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27. Till we also reach Lahore from behind and ^root 
all the strength of the enem^. 
28. Dtsring that time while Siiltan was at Lahor the royal 
daiighter in law was constantly with him like an 
adviser. 
29. All eonsTiltations were according to her advices 
and she had solved several intricate probleas* 
30. B\2t before he received the happy news of the victory 
of the Begum he has some apprehensions in his heart. 
31. He showed some consideration to some and he sowed 
the seed of good news ( in the heart of the large 
number of people. 
32. He spoke kindly and ^ile holding consialtations gave 
many pearls ( of his wisdom). 
33. He rode on while hmtlng and scattered money to the 
poor and needy. 
34. Mahabat Khan, due to whose wicked deed people used to 
feel ashamed out of. 
35. Pride and haughtiness, was a constantly coiqpanion of 
the king Jehangir and did not hesitate from committing 
extreme mischief. 
36. He resorted to enmity in the affairs of the people 
and like the cursed and damed satan he became extremely 
proud and haughty. 
37. Although the king had raised him to a kigh status 
yet his ovn heart was in trouble because of him. 
38. When God himself thought to punish him, he caused the 
Begum to device means for his downfall. 
39. The king sent this news to the Begum that c\jrsed fellow 
has thus spoft^ to him everywhere. 
40. At nights he tells me several secrets and has disclosed 
to me many secrets. 
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41. Come and think of setting matters right and ve 
shotild relieve the universe from distressing im 
element. 
42. Begam the most delicate of all the fairones, and 
the head of all the s^eteV hearts 
43. -^Who is decorator of the garden of ideas i^o is an 
admitted genitis in the art of comprehending the 
sutleties. 
44* Who was the oost perfect woman in all respects 
and I can call her as the first BilqiiisC the 
queen of t>WQV>a ). 
45. She thiis advised to the king that when matters came 
to such a critical stage 
46. ^It is not sa^e to call forth the soldiers from all 
quarters, and it cannot serv±e as a remedy of the 
maladj. 
47. 0ne shoiild bring the people to himself by doing 
favows to them the way in which rain scatters the 
pearls« 
48. Begam gave a message to Hushyar Khan( 
that he should discard all rest and sleep at that 
time. 
49. That Khan was deputed on the duty of keeping the army 
near Lahore( The Mountain of Lahore). 
50. The order reached him immediately to the effect 
that he should at once carry out the royal orders. 
51. That if he was goint to take water even he should 
go to take vep his duty. 
52. Arrive immediately at Lahore and scattermoney 
instantaneously and through your kindness and f avouri 
call the eoldier to yourself. 
53. If anyone wants hundred, give him the hundred and 
thus take the people into confidence and in your 
tavoviTf 
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54. ©Dllect soldiers from among the Ozbuks end Moghals axid 
caiise them to r\ish into the armies of the eaemie^ r, 
immediately. 
56. Collect nearly ten tho^and men so that I may organize 
the army. 
The clever Khan arrived in Lahore distributed the 
money in plentiful to the soldiers* 
57, . He opened the treasiiry and gave every one that miach 
which he deserved. 
68. He collected a large army from Lahore whJ^h was more 
than ten thousand of soldiers. 
59. Coming to the river Bahat he crossed it and cast a 
glance over the armies of king Jahangir. 
60. He saw the condition of the people in a perplexed state 
and saw the wealth of the comBK?n men in the hands of 
the enemy. 
61. Hot only the riches of the people but their lifes were 
also endanger and the king was surrounded from all sides 
by the fierce Rajputs* 
62. He came to the Begam and paid respects and after paying 
respects he praised her. 
63. By this service he got access to the Begum and when he 
showed to the Begm the enemy's army. 
64. When she saw how he had arranged the troops, she 
selected him to be the chief of the army. 
66. In a moment she raised his status see how his luck and . 
fortiane favoiai'ed him. 
66. Previously he was a slave who was chosen and purchased 
by the king from ^ong his contemporaries and equals. 
67* Thereafter Karhamat Khan eaae from the way and he had 
a great number of amy men with m&a* 
68* He broTight nearly three thousand men with him all men 
of experience and skilled in fighting. 
69* Begam too had more than ten thousand men with her lAio 
were raising the banners at the battle-field* 
70. Iradat KhanC Iradat Khan) vbo was lion-hearted skilled 
in the art of arranging the troop and had no match in 
chivalry and valour. 
71. He also arranged his troops with the huge army on the 
battle field and move himself furiously. 
72. He went to the Ibghals and greatly enco\araged them and 
acted like an experienced person in that age of the 
king. 
73. Through the foyal order he demanded army men from all 
sides and for this purpose he organised a large an^. 
74. About forty thousand men were added so that the 
Begum may captisre him in that forest. 
75. Incidently before the arny was organised Begum bocng 
began to think thiis. 
76. When the day of the hunting comes for the king she 
should also accompany him. 
77. And that she ( may) should present to the king the 
game and may receive the reward thereof according to 
her hearts desire. 
78. It was heavenly desired that in the kings* hunting 
expedition she accompanied him. 
79. She made a fire from her world burning gun which 
made her aim successful. 
80. Her oorrowC or bullet) hit the game (prey) and it bound 
to her. 
81. But the king did not approve this game and thus 
spoke to the Begam* 
82. ''wherever I ask you to hit, please hit \tpon that 
front/ 
83* The king fixed the point of the game and 
explained his Idea to the Begaa* 
84. It was so accurate that whenever the arrow was 
hit It seemed tha game was caught and could not 
move. 
85* No sooner the arrow was hhot by the Begam four 
preys atonce were fixed osjc at the spot* 
86. Towards the point ^ere the king had directed 
she so skilfully shot the arrow that she dispelled 
grief from his heart. 
87. When the workd and time was In harmony( favour) 
with his orders the arrow of her good fortune 
correctly hit the target. 
88. When at first received the blow of the arrow It 
leapt like a hundred lightening. 
89. The king Jahanglr was greatly pleased by that 
archery that firing and by that game. 
90. The Begam received mai^ applauses by the king 
and received that which he expected from the 
king. 
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91. The king said. Demand from me whatever you desire 
as youx are a partner In my kingship I 
92. That exalted lady at the time thus replied, 
''May you live a king as long as this world 
exists. 
93. The time when I think fit I wotald ask Hg you 
to grant one desire of mine and that will melt 
alray the soul of my enemy. 
94. Then the king desired to speak to the Begam 
in great pleasure, and said — 
96. «Wlsh anything from me ^Ich you like- and 
by laying doom that request before me, 
Bake yova> affairs prosperoias and fortmate* 
96 • When she fomd ao m ^ h of kindness on the 
part of the king, she said, I seek and get 
from you all success in life. 
97, I will submit to you my request at some other 
occasion and at present I am si^ly watching 
the mind(desire) of the king. 
98* When this was settlsd between the king and the queen 
Begum began te wait for a proper occasion* 
99. When two or three HansilsC halts) (stages)were 
covered in that way, the heart^l were bmtiing 
on account of cunningness and deciet of that 
villanous person* 
100* The queen revealed and disclosed to the king her 
hearts* secret, and whatever she had in her heart 
she did not conceal and said* 
101* 0, you the king of kings, who is always under 
Divine protection* 
102* For that promise %&ich your majesty made to me, it 
is now the most p appropriate occasion to fislfill* one 
103. I desire, tonight, only/which from your Majesty; 
It is this that your Majesty should listen to what 
I wish to say-
104* Your Majesty should not see the face of that wicked 
man, and should not allow him to talk to you. 
105. Whatever talk he may initiate and whatever disuossion 
or conversation he may indulge in-
106. Your Majesty should never give an ear to his saying 
and should not permit him to gallop the horse of 
speech with you* 
107. You should give no reply to his talk and conversation, 
till at last he may become extremely confused and 
worried. 
108* Then my advice will be rendered to your Majesty like 
the light of the shining moon. 
109* The king accepted this advice of the Begam and whan 
the time approached to meet or see the face of that 
bad fellow* 
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110. The king turned off (aside) his face froa hia 
and he( Mahabat Khan) seeing the disfavoiir of 
the king, himself, shrank and hesitated in pro-
ceeding f mother. 
111. He cane at other side to see him (king) and so 
that he might have the opportunity of seeing his 
moon like face* 
112. From this side too, the king turned off his face 
and this made him( Mahabat Khan) also a companion 
(sharer) of his grief(i*e» just as the king was 
grieved at heart he too became Just like him). 
113. Then and there he retired to a lovely place and 
sat there and shut i^on himself the door of pleasure 
and happiness. 
114. Then he, at once, enquired the minister of the 
king (the cause of this indifference and said, 
I do not know what is the head and tail of this 
silence. I do not understand the meaning of this 
indifference. 
115. Tell me what is your opinion and idea about and 
tell me vh&t is that person who has kindled fire 
( of hatred in his heart). 
116. The Khwaja replied that he did not know. 
117. Instantaniously he sprang from his place, 
taking the Bajputs with him and at once came out 
from the assembly of the king. 
118. His soul has become extremely distressed by this 
indifference of the king and the garden of his 
desires destroyed. 
119. i^ter goini away from the assembly of the king, 
he could notf^other opportunity to have a look 
at the face of the king. 
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120. feftien this indifference cane from the kingC was 
initiated by the king) the device of the Begam 
proved ( or twned to be triae) to love very 
useful and effective. 
121. When the sun came out (rose) from the window of 
the skyI the assembly of the stars came to a 
close. 
the ars^ of the king Jahangir came in action and 
the king intended to engage In hiantii^  expeidition. 
Ig2» They held a stoppage (stopped) near ttie river 
Bahat and reached the previous halting place. 
123. fhere the queen ordered for her bath to be 
prepared (ready) yet her heart was very heavy. 
124. How long can I play ay game (tactfully) and 
conceal the secret of my heart. 
128. He was very much worried regarding this affair 
but he never disclosed the secret of his heart 
to ai^one* 
126. He had, in his mind the intention of waging war, 
that the eneiz^  might come into his clutches 
(imder his control). 
127* The people informed about the affairs and conditions 
of that unfortunate person- thet he iras in such 
way arriving like an owl. 
128. They informed the Begam of the state of the 
affairs that he was watchful work at the front 
«3 well as at the rear of the arsQr. 
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129* 3i2t that wiekedl a M ctmniog person havisg coiie to 
know of the Begasi*® ayr'aiiging fiM arrisnging her armies. 
130. Came into action or came into motion) as well as 
his araaiy* 
131 • Sijfldenly he arrived at the royal Harem to say welcome 
and good uishes to the king once again* 
132» ^ ^ n the Begaia heard this news by xmm. ruaour she 
considered her remedy in this that 
133. "She should send some one near that beast and should 
inform her about mery thing. 
134. Not intelligib»le 
136, That yomg man ( the king or the prime) a M fortunate 
men caiae oat of his bath to reach near the throm. 
136. The Begm did not confine her in af'fair-i-e did not 
delay as by liziness and idleness the affairs get ^pset< 
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137. Wearing the mantle he approached the king and came i;5>to 
the royal camp hastily. 
138. The king was enjoying his sleep in the iisual night chamber. 
139. When he saw the king on the raised platform of the throne 
he became utterly perpi^exed and said, 
140. That althoTJgh the time had arrived for the king to come 
out of his royal chamber yet still he was reposing 
on the throne. 
141. The intimate courtiers of the king replied that the king 
was just to set out. 
142. The queen enquires as to which attendants were present 
there who were in the royal service. 
143. They replied that Bulanda son of Bahruz was preset all 
the time in the royal service. 
144. The queen called for him behind the curtain and conveyed 
a message to that tmfortunate man. 
145. It thus ran, 0 you who are a loathsome and filthy muslim 
and \^ose faith in religion is not sound. 
146. You know what ruin and disaster you brought to the kingdom 
and what gain did you reap from that seed which you sowed? 
147. I felt compassionate over you and forgave you and ignored 
all of your wicked deeds. 
148. The condition is that whenever you desire to have an access 
to the royal court, never bring with you the diabolical 
army with you. 
14^»» The intention which you previously had in your mind 
has frustrated and set at naught, and the enmity %rtiich 
you entertained in your heart is now gone. 
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• She thoiagMand msj^ js ^  her alM t&at he(Mahabat Khan) 
net €tmm before the kimg 1b that wleked fashion 
and she vrote accordingly to himCMahahat Khan)* 
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151. fhe message contained^ ]ro\3 have sho^ im extreme enmity 
towards the Moghals and you have sucked the blood 
of nimeroiiys people* 
152. It is a tiSTial proverb euaong the people that the whole 
record was eaten away by the ox ii*e*was totally 
destroyed) 
If you wish to cosje every new az^ then, put ttie 
h e ^ C in respect) on« the dust of this way (path 
or passage)* 
154* If hiindred of men acccHspanying person, and even if 
you bring with yoia two hisndred, even this is not 
obj ectionable• 
1&5* If you collect aray, you must know you will receive 
misfortune and disgrace* 
156* Come and have this deceit and fraud and this wicked 
habit and business of sicatan* 
1&7* ¥hen Bulai»l( the name of the messenger who conveyed 
her message to Hahabat) set out towards hijn to 
convey her message and to speak with the villain. 
158* Incidentally at iihat moment, Khwaia was in talk with 
him to the effect that some hasty measiB>es siK>uld 
be taken (adopted) in his affair. 
1^* Khwaja, at that time was speis^ ing to him end was 
talking in a very prudent and wise manner* 
160* That Ehwaja was the kings minister, and the light of 
his (wise and sane opinions) wisdom exceeded even the 
highness of the roon* 
161. Be gave him sane advices and said to him mm many 
admonition yet he did pay much heed to them 
(admonitions)* 
162* Khwa^a was suggesting, **Do not ti^ to have approach 
kings intimacy ( do not go near him) as Isy this you 
will be much grieved and troifljled* 
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163, He gave aaay adviees in divergent fashions vliicli 
eattsed him his heart to twist vithoiat of pain. 
164, As he was sitting on the cmopXed litter of an elephant 
iQiwa^ a took the trouibXe of having his seat thereon* 
165, fhey sat oa that h«ge elephant m d held sose serious 
discussions* 
166, After auch conversation, eonsultation and discussions 
it was ultisately decided that 
16?. Ha no longer should resort to create mischief or tuoult, 
ai^ shoiild go^emain at a distance of one manzil beyond 
hiffi (aws^ froa him in the forward direction)* 
168. They were thus engaged in discussion, with the messenger 
of the Begfist arrived and conveyed her message* 
163* Buland came ^ d coitmunicated the is^ssage which caused 
his It rest of heart go. 
170. 0 youp who is devoid of and lack of all sense, and 
wisdom, perhaps you have forgotten that you have done* 
171. The way in which you drive disrespectfxilly your horse 
towards royal caap that it iMicates that you are the 
®ost evil person so far as your dealings with the king 
go* 
172. So away and far fros the camp and ai^ of the king 
and resain at a distance of t%K> mansils away frcaa 
this camp* 
173. If you wo'nt comply with these orders your head will 
be severed from your body and you will jm see your own 
evil days 
174. . He freely cosamunlcated to him all other messages from 
the Begaa and Mid not leave out anything. 
176. I^en Kahabat saw this state of affairs- he atonce 
left the royal thresh-»hold. 
176. l!ihen he left the royal threMshold he was exposed to evil 
fortune. 
177. Bxxb of sheer shame and repentenee he cut his hand, he 
repented and lost his way. 
178. From this grief his heart flowed like a river and began 
to think how did this happen. 
179* From his own mischievious and villatoous deeds he became 
extremely distressed becatise his arrow hard hit op 
the stone ( i.e. his archery proved futile and \aseless). 
180. He received and adopted his dwelling at the distance 
of two manzils from the royal camp and he completely 
detached his heart and attention from this royal at-
mosphere • 
181. Buland came back crossing the river and said 
182. I have conveyed all her messages and it is said I have 
scattered pearls. 
183. In the meanin^ile the emperdr moke v^ and was disgusted 
to see the face of that villain. 
184. Begim came to him, said something and spoke variom 
si^ t^le points. 
185. The royal dress and garment wore sent for so that he 
might wear it and proceed towards the field. 
186. When the ars^ men heard of the kings ride, they sent 
the royal elephant and the throne. 
187. When the emperor ascended the elephant, the hi^e 
armies were placed at the distance of every mile. 
188. From all sides they arranged tod filled iq) ( in rows) 
his troops and arrived at the battle-field to show 
their courage and valoiu*. 
189. All the seated themselves on their hoarses and arranged 
their troops round the army of that emperor. 
190. Begum in a state of prosperity and success, was with 
the kings army and laid down various foundations of work 
of e3q)erience. 
191. When ygm from all sides the troops were arranged, the 
shout and commotion of the drvm spread wide in the 
atmosphere and air. 
192. The emperors drm produced a great somd and in that 
battle the royal banner was unfolded. 
193. The shout and cry of tae life and that of the large 
brass drum was to such a great extent that the earth 
began to tremble qb its axis. 
194. The emperor was the moon and the army the halo round 
the moon and the lam«3ntation and hails came out from 
the souls of the enemies. . 
196. All the a w ^ men were thirsty of the blood j^ that 
villain and had sworc.s in one hand dagger in another. 
196. They were restless a.<3 to how they might get the 
chance to rush towartis him and might save^  him head 
from fortress of his body. 
197. When that wicked and devillish person heard that all 
warriors were after his life and were utterly grieved 
at his hands. 
198. And they were restlsss for showing their courage and 
valour before the horse of the queen and for winning 
and carrying the ball of victory successfully. 
199. Then he became afrnid because of the felicity and good 
fortune of the kinig( auspiciousness of his royal luck) 
and trembjBled and shuddered at the thought of his 
disgrace and bad luck. 
200. With the fear of losing his life and on accomt of 
the same devices adopted by queen, he became as 
restless as a stormy tempest in a river. 
201. He proceeded forward at a distance of two stages and 
became fearful of the terror caused by the king and 
the queen. 
202. He toM this to the Rajput chief that his destiny 
was designing means to take his life. 
203. Come and have consialtjttion to avoid this clamity 
and if necessity arisos we shoisld attack Begam*s 
army. 
204. We should atonee think of some remedy as the queen 
ha¥ become rash and revengeful to us. 
205. He said, Previously had the banner of the king 
with us and with that we had dignity pomp and grandeu] 
206. But now the royal prosperity (good fortune) is with 
Begm let it not (of the king and the queen) may 
prosper. 
207. When he found the Btigum and the king joined together 
like ring and its p:7eeious stone, he was enraged 
extremely. 
208. Then he showed extreme submission and security 
(lowness of rank) jjid apparently did away with all 
deciet fraud and miaice. 
209. He cast away the haibit of self-praise, and sought 
the assistance of a mediator to plead his case. 
210. He submitted his condition to the king and said 
"When I do'nt descjrve to possess an army I request 
to be separated aloofil i.e. to be given a chance m to 
retire aside). 
211. I will always pray for your Majesty*s prosperity 
and will not engiige myself in accumulation means 
of power and authority. 
212. The king replied, Do not resort to submission or 
sincereity in this fashion ( do not adopt sublimeness 
but go and remaj.n at a distance of two manzils away 
from this place. 
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213- If you wish to save your life you should at once 
make arrangements to go to Thatta. 
214. I give you that land and that territory whose incomc 
and revenue is immense. 
215. He accepted this suggestion of the king. And his 
heart was aware of the fact how he would go. 
216. He returned to his army camp with a heart fiull 
of malicious thinking and anger, with a heart 
distressed because of kings orders. 
217. That the king withdrew his favour from him aid thus 
drove him away from his court. 
218. ^e thus said to his heart, I should think Aut 
some means so that my affairs may become better". 
219* Asaf Khan Itad gone with that ill fated man like 
Joseph who fell into a well. 
220. The king covered two third stages with the army 
like wave/ after wave in the river. The king coverec 
some distance with an army like waves of the river. 
221. ^ iQigyj ^g^ g ^ j^je custody of that mean fellow, 
Begum was constantly avoiding a conflict. 
222. She was wishing eagerly that Asif Khan should come 
to the royal court and should get prosperity and 
happiness by seeir^ the king. 
223. As she knew tk in her heart that his( Asif Khan) 
eyes would brighten 19 by the sight of his king. 
224. But this desire of the Begum did materialize early 
so ^he sent massage to him (Mahabat Khan). 
225. She sent messages through Afzal Khan, and also 
sent him to Mahabat Khan saying. 
226. ** You shotald never see the king any longer, and 
need not pluck the flower of prosperity by paying 
respects to him (king). 
227. She said to Afzal Khan "Convey to him what I said 
and scatter the same pearls which I have scattered. 
228. You even now bore enmity, and malice towards Aslf 
Khan's life and your bow still has the arrow of 
enmity. 
229. Secondly ask that black hearted devil how long will 
he remain so much hard hearted In his dealings. 
230. Although the world has begotten (produced, given 
births) many mean and wicked fellows, yet the 
world has none to equal you the worst of all such 
dogs. 
231. I will so cruelly shed thy blood on the earth that the 
sky will weep on you wretched lot. 
232. I will rise high they head fixed on the point of the 
spear and will crucify your miserable body. 
233. I will completely destroy and demolish your existence 
and will not spare you to go towards Thatta even. 
234. When she thus sent a person to him, she gave the 
message in the state of extreme anger and rage and 
said. 
235. ''If you wish to save your life you must zxit send 
that person in life to me ( i.e. Aslf Khan). 
236. As Aslf Khan is dear to me, hence do not play tricks 
with me in sending him to me. 
237. When Mahabat Khan heard this message he treasbled 
out of terror and fright. 
238 He Informed the Rajputs of this and in place of pearls 
he scattered worthless pebbles and stones. 
239. But on whomsoever the shadow of Royal favours is cast 
he is prosperous with victory and happiness. 
240. When the Begum has become so powerful, let it not do 
happen that if I have an encounter with her I might 
be defeated. 
241. Because whosoever fights with men of favour and 
authority is sure to fell even if he be a Htistam. 
242. He therefore sent an hmble and submissive letter 
to the Begum saying ,'Though n^ behaviour was bad 
243. Yet I captivated Asif Khan only to save my ovn life 
and soul/ 
244. But you must know that I have not done any wrong 
to you as nobody spares so freely his enea^, 
245. While I have taken every care of Khan and have 
kept men at his disposal and command. 
246. Now I hand him over to you safely and leave him at 
the foot of the court. 
247. But on account of fear fxor my life and soul, I like 
to have with me the son of the Khan, Abu Talib and 
who is the life and soul of the world
248. I woiild keep hla with ae even better than my own son 
aM will hand hia over when I have covered a distance 
of ten (Manzils) halts. 
249. In the meantime Mahabat Khan set out and kept Abu 
Talib in the company everywhere he went* 
250. %fhen that Khan crossed the river Chenab, he made a hall 
in that land and got his tent and camp pitched 
251. But the Begum was not happy with this idea that the 
son of her brother should remain in the coaqpany of 
that cruel person. 
252. She consequently composed and arranged to send a mess-
age to that infidel seeking back her neiqphew from him. 
263. That if you do not send my nephew to me you will 
have to pay dearly for that. 
254. With the order of the Begum Mahabat Khan went to 
the son (Abu Talib) and talked to him very gently 
and said. 
255* As I live within and cannot go astray from his 
commands, I shall presently aend you to the BegumCQueei 
256. He sent jewelled ( and dagger,. He also gave 
him three pieces of clothes of a fine quality. 
257. He selected nine good horses from among the horses 
of Iraqaiw,* he perforaed all his duties according 
to his wishes. 
258. He also added nine more Turkish horses and also sent 
down three elephants. 
259. He also set and arranged before him three trays full 
of gold pieces and in this way he despatched all 
these things. 
260. He made him (Abu Talib) glad by virtue of his own 
such dealings and offered his servitude to* him in 
this way. 
261. When Abu Talib became free of that enemy (malic iousi 
person) got separated from him and come back with a 
happy heart. 
262. Abu Talib iweaiie before the king and paid his respects 
and submitted that the Qiaeens* love and affection have 
freed him from the bondage. 
263. And said "Although none possible expects my favour or 
ggodness from him, but on account of fear of the king he 
did not do us any harm. 
264. As Sadiq Khan was the goveraor of Lahore and was well 
acquainted with all ins and outs of the whole affair. 
265. An order came to him(Sadiq Khan) from the king that when 
Mahabat Khan comes to pass by that way-
266. Arrange to provide him with forty boats and labourers 
so that he might cross the river at Lahore( Probably Ravi) 
267. But the condition is that he should cross alone without 
a gro\:?» of people and should directly proceed towards 
Thatta. 
268. Obey these orders immediately so that he be able to cross 
that stormy and fercious river. 
269* Another Royal order was sent to theSultan that the should 
be careful and ettoti&us of the deceit and cunningness of 
that villain. 
270. And that he (Sultan) should leave no stose unturned in 
safegioarding the city and the fort, lest he might 
involve you in the web of his cunningness. 
271. That he should go in the city and should settle in the 
fort and should endeavour in making its means of fortifica 
tion i.e* the common etc. strong. 
272. Sultan was further ordered by the king that he should 
also safe guard the three princes. 
273. That he should settle down at the treasury and should 
keep a vigilant eye over it and the fort. 
274. There were five hundred Rajputs and Afghans who were for-
merly keeping the princes into their custody and safety. 
275. They blocked the way for Sultan and safeguarded the walls 
and fortifications of that fort. 
276. Their chief leader was the devilish Balbadat, who did 
not give away the fort easily. 
277. When Sultan vished to attack them and desired to make 
his way into that fort he had to make his way thro^ igh the* 
278. They plainly declared from above the wall of the fort 
*'As long as any mandate does not maeh us either from the 
king or feom the Khan. 
279. How can we open the gate of the fort do easily and how 
can we show you the way into this fort. 
280. And if you show any rashness to us you would find the three 
princes m instantaneously assisinated at our hands. 
281. They closed fast the gates of the fort and out of wheer 
malice and wickedness they settled themselves on the walls 
of the fortification. 
282. All the devilish and villainous Rajputs sent words to Suita 
that 
283. We would not handover this fort to you and would stick to 
the orders of the Khan and the king. 
284. When this news reached Sultan the care-taker his sense of 
pride was gaatly excited. 
285. That he should at once take possession of the fort and 
should demolish it and its gates and doors. 
286. And that it had then become deligatory for him to seize 
these wicked people and those atrocious(wild) soldiers. 
287. All the people in the fort were ever ready to obey all 
all the dictates issued from the court of the king. 
288. A mandate came to the inhabitants of this fort from the 
king Jehangir. 
289. But truely speaking, all the orders were issued forth 
from Hahabat Khan and his spies used to ezectite such 
ctanning devices. 
290. In this conversation and correspondence with the Rajputs 
an order came from the king. 
291. To the effect that Balabdar should at once hand over the 
fort and that he should no more stick to fradulent 
means or actions. 
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292* lasediatel^r, Muzaffar Khan was deputed to take v^ this 
affair by the coiamand of that piotus and religioxis king 
(i.e. Jahangir)* 
293. He went to the fort and conveyed the message of the king 
and showed bis keen sincerety in the matter. 
294. To him a prompt order was sent to submit to Royal orders 
instantaneously. 
295. Muzaffar Khan thus spoke to Balabar Do not connive with 
that fraudulent treacherous of man. 
296. None mvist had the courage to disobey the royal orders 
and if he does will have to the ill consequences thereof. 
297. When the Ba^puts sat together and pondered over the 
matter they at once decided to ( or handed over) hand 
over the keys of the gates of the fort. 
298. They were dismayed of royal displeasure (wrath of Jehangir] 
and consequently no delay was made in handing over the 
fort( to Muzzafar Khan). 
[299. Muzzaffar opened the gates so that Sultan Shaharyar 
may enter from behind easily and quickly. 
300. Merrily they hastened to the royal apartments and took 
back from the ciistody of Balabadar, the three princes 
(whex were most probably held in his watchful ctistody). 
301. Now to come to speak of Mahabat Khan when he crossed 
the river and he encamped in that monotonous region. 
302. He halted at a distance of six kos from Lahore and 
he conveyed that his army was left without any equipment. 
303. The verse hardly makes any sense however the verse to 
make it intelligible can be rendered as follows As the 
soldiers of the army are botmd to go to the city there-
fore my good fortune encamped itself near the city. 
304. He continued his halt for six days at that place and 
his army crossed the river and entered the city. 
305. When his army equipped itself with the necessary material 
fro the expedition he marched on the way to Ranthambore 
306. When the king came to Imov tiboixt jck his intention that 
he had dis-obeyed the king in proceeding to Thatta 
(it means that he had been previously ordered to proceed 
to Thatta). 
307. He abused and spoke ill of hia at once firmly decided 
for his assisination. 
308. The king so ordered that onwards his name should be 
associated with 'Pis' (meaning a Korhi) i.e. he should 
be named and renowned as pees. As he had some part of 
wickedness in his lot and luck he therefore received 
the title of *Pees* from the king. 
309. They at once devised means to get rid of the wicked 
personality and appointed an aumy to arrest him. 
310. For this affair Khan Khana (Abdul Rahim) was deputed 
the most suitable person, to challange and arrest and 
Mahabat Khan. 
311. The king showered favours on the Khan and raised his 
head higher than. 
312. He awarded him Jwelled sword and dagger and opened 
li^ on him the door of kindness and favours. 
313. The king awarded him with an elephant and a decorated 
horse and favoured him with fresh leadership. 
314. Khane-Khana thus received a new life in the favour 
of the king and the king gave him a large army for 
accompaniment. 
315. Khane Khana received ample share from his fortunate 
luck and the star of good fortune shone brilliantly 
i^on him (i.e. his l\ick became shining and resplendent). 
316. In the reserv^r of his lot, the water of his good 
fortune was flowing smoothly and gracefully and the 
story of dignity beeame known and proverbial in the worl< 
317. He set on and took leave from the royal threshold, so 
that he might take necessary steps in annihilating 
that wicked and filthy man. 
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318, So that he might completely block the ways from all 
sides, renderiijg the escape of the villain impossible. 
319 • The king raised his status to Haft Hazari and thus 
gave a new life to^soulless body. 
320. He was asked by the king to arrange the army, to make 
necessary eqtiipments and to shatter and disintigrate the 
affairs of that foul and filthy person. 
321. The king further ordered "sever his head from fort and 
mansion of the body and leave his lifeless body lying 
on the ground in a miserable condition so that k it 
might be a lesson to all. 
322. The landlords of all places should also collaborate you 
in the discharge of this duty and they should also consider 
his blood( i.e. shedding his blood) as dear and tasty as 
wine i.e. they should also contrive in shedding his blood. 
323. In the meantime it came to royal knowledge that I^M^y 
lakhs of current coin were being taken by him on his way 
- to Ranthambore. 
324. Vlhich they (men of Mahabat Khan) were briniaging from 
Bengal and in order that this weaith might not be wasted. 
It was expedient and essential that the royal amy should 
at once reach at the spot like an arrow and catch them on 
the way equipped with daggers guns and sword. 
325. Ten thousand men from the queens army left quickly and 
moved as speedily as the lightening. 
3 ^ . They blocked the way for the Rajputs and some were also 
injured and killed. 
327. They brought that money (riches) to Lahore and the enemy 
was greatly degraded and distressed by this news. 
328. They sent that treasure to the royal treasury and coxirt 
and thus the victory was achieved by the kings army. 
The closing ancedotes of this victory of the king desticated 
to the exalted and respectable name of the king Jehangir^ \iho is 
high in dignity — K l a faridiani&^plendoiar, of the 
glory of Kaikhusro, the flower of the more gay of the garden 
of Sahib QUranCaTsspicioias lineage of Tamerlane) who is the 
admirer and decorator of the throne of Chengiz Khan, y^o is the 
miroor for reflection of Divine beamty, the decorator and seater 
on the throne of Emperor .Akbar, May God bxless his kingdom; and 
this is dedicated to the queen as veil. 
And the dedication came into motion like waves from 
the ocean of the mind of this hiMble man i.e. the poet himself 
Katari Sheerazi. 
1. King Jehangir whose abode is as exalted and elerated as the 
sky and who is king through the wise advices of the queen. 
2. The heaven takes pride in her wisdom and judgement as her 
intellectual ability is not shared by any human keing. 
3. In the time of the kingship of emperor Jahangir- whose 
region of justice makes no difference between a lahb (calf) 
and a lion( i.e. both enjoy equal justice). 
4. Never was witnessed in the reign of my king such a fortified 
system (refuge) for kingdom as the queen. 
5. Illustrious Ifonarchs like Kai-Khusro, Alexander and Darius, 
all stood in awe before her glory. 
6. Emperor Jehangir takes pride in her as she possesses the 
ability to defeat even the heaven (skies denoting power 
over the facts of the ^uman beings) through her wise and 
clever devices( stratagem). 
7. If her wisdom had not stabilized the affairs ( of the king-
dom) the fratadulent acts of that wicked man would not been 
^set. 
8. If the kingdom had received some harm or disri?)tion she 
restored it through her magnamimity. 
8. Three lakhs of Mulpars were spent by the queen herself 
from her own pocket. 
10* And she consequently captured the kingdom luiKSBitxtzEKxhKt 
BMHjqpMkBtx through this money and therefore she succeeded 
in regaining this wealth. 
11. As she strove in the betterm^it and prosperity of the subjects 
she ignored and neglected even the malice of the sky. 
12. Many a subjects she relieved and freed from the clutches of 
tyranny and sounded the felicious trumpet of the glad tidings 
of victory alround the world. 
13. She at last snatched swf back the royal seal from the hands 
of that monster, and no longer allowed herself to fall a 
victim to his deceit. 
14. In the palace of success and felicity she cast her throne of 
glory and through her wise devices she removed and cleared 
him off her way. 
16. By the Divine decree and through her strivings, that wicked 
being disappeared and left the company of the king. 
16. She so skillfully did away with the enemy that the whole 
world was amazed and confounded. 
17. She relieved many from distress and infliction so much so 
that blood did nottricle down firom sqc any body's nose. 
18. She opened the door of kindness and benefolence unto the 
people; what shall I say what she did in doing beneficience 
to all. 
19. Not a single man was left as po®r diiring her »eign in the 
domain of India; and she raised ifl? the banner of good name 
(i.e. she earned a good name). 
20 • The emperor takes pride in the wisdom and Judgement of 
the queen and the enemy was done n away with through 
her tactful devices. 
21. If her judgement had not gone with the executi»n of this 
great affair; the whole business would have become greatly 
tedious for the people. 
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22. Thank God that this difficult Job was conclMed with ease 
and felieity, and God Almighty became the protector of the 
king. 
23. If Solomon had possessed as his queen such a Bilquis (the 
queen of Sheba) he would have added to his lot pleasure 
after pleasure. 
24. fhe assembly of kingdom (dominion) is arranged through her 
orders every day and night. 
25. When God Almighty had bestowed i^on her the gift of glory, 
the state affairs of the king become subject to one 
chief (king himself). 
26. She Ezregarded her brother as her confident and considered 
him a true companion and friend in the royal affairs 
27. Under the royal orders, he became his deputy and 
as he was matchless in that. 
28. So loi^ as the sun continues to shine with all brightness 
and glamour in the sky, and the skies are revolving on thei 
prescribed orbits. 
29. And the mountain goat gazes, being totally immune, with 
a lion- May God he his protector. 
30. The cloud gets ashamed (feels inferior to ) before his 
palm(which scatters bounties to all), and there is complete 
disri^tion in the rows of the army of the enemy out of 
fear. 
31. So long as this sky and the stars exist. May the evil 
wisher of the queen be effaced from the surface of the 
earth. 
32. And may the world get decorated because of the queen, and 
the sky may receive arrangement and order through her wisdo 
and judgement. 
33. This azure vault( the sky) takes pride in that auspicious 
moment when such a precious jewel came in the world. 
34. King Jehangir is her companion and supporter and the Bene-
volent God is her protector. 
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35. The l^ ueen Is enjoying aiasplcious luck because of good 
fortune of the dynesty of SahibquranCprobably Tamerlane) 
S6. King Jehanglr is no less than Sahibquran(Tiraur) himself 
on account of whose justice the old world has received 
fresh life. 
37. The candle of the dynasty of Gorkan (Timiar) is burning 
through him (Jahangir) and complete felicity and 
prosperity is allotted to him. 
38. Who has witnessed such a king and such a queen and both 
the worlds are reposing under their justice and benOTolenc 
39• So long as this old world revolves round its course, May 
the king and the queen live for ever* 
40. I am Karni, thy humble enlogist and I came from Iran 
towards thee. 
41. I wish that I may so rise up from the dtast of baseness 
that X xmay become an intimate associate with the auspic-
ioias affairs of the State* 
42. And when I l^ eave thy honoured threshold, I may receive 
from thee respect and honour and reverence* 
43. I may lift v^ my head with pride among my co-workers and 
associates, and in every assembly I may sing song of thxy 
praise. 
44. And I may fill the land of Iran resounding with the re-
nown of thy glory and dignity and may take thy exalted 
court to Pleiades( the third Imar mansion) in praise. 
45. God selected thee from among the beautiful, chosen one 
and the world did not witness a Bilquis like thee* 
46. With the auspicious favour of the most exalted lady of 
the time, I was able to carry this verse to Iran. 
47. I so beautifully composed this long episode that it was 
never composed or written by Firdaijsi even. 
48. So that, as long as the world exists, people may praise 
tl^ attributes and speak highly of your kingship* 
•^11 Ob' 
49. So long as this azure roof (sky) is erected and the 
filler of nine skies stands on its feet(exists). 
50. May tiQT enemies remain confounded and topsy-tury, and 
the plant of th®y age and glory flourished and prosper. 
51. As from the beginning I possessed a work already and which 
displayed hundreds kinds of miracles. 
52. I travelled from place to place, and arrived at each countr; 
and city, and gleaned sweet flowers from the garden of 
that country(collected material). 
53. Many a selected stories and episodes'which were ripe and 
matured like the fruit of Paradise. 
54. Wherever I could find any episode or event, relating to the 
past, whether heard by human ear or seen by humane eye, 
I took it v^ and reduced it to writing. 
55. I took materials for the composition of my work from Shiraz 
Isphahan and Tabriz, from Baghdad, Xsta^l and Aleppo. 
56. Whatever relevant events I found from the various places 
and cities I composed them and spent my nights in the 
contemplation of those materials. 
57. And other interesting tales and rare stories which were pur^  
like pure red wine. 
58. I composed sweet and pleasant stories with the help of to^  
gesius, and talked and described all sorts of topics and 
ideas. 
59. I talked of Hind and sopoke of Kashmir and indeed what 
precious pearls did I perporate regarding the historical 
events of the country of India. 
60. When that time approached when the king had the intention 
to go to Kabul, I made great deliberation and contemplation 
over thus. 
61. Then many stories were related and described and many a 
fine attributes of the king were revealed and brought to 
linf^light. 
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62. As this work dealt with and contained the praise of the 
qiaeen it became widely known and 
63. Now I resort to the praise of that illustrioijs and 
glorious Khan whom solomon always calls Asaf Khan. 
64. In the world from far and near he is famo^ ls and 
renowned for his Asaf Khan* 
1. I composed some verses in relation to some historical 
events and facts which may serve some benefit to ^he 
world. 
2. For the sake of that (the episode continued in the 
Fathnaua) very colourful and interesting episode (story) 
these lines or verses were composed i.e. to the narration 
and description of the above mentioned anecdote the 
composition of these lines is due. 
In the. year 1035 A.H. after the accession of 
king Jahangir on the throne, ttien the Emperor, who ^ s the rank 
of Saloman, possesses the glory of Kai-Khusro, is the refuge 
of Caliphate and who is the viceregent of God on earth; i.e. 
Noor-uddin Mohammad Jahax^r, may God make his kingdom perpetual 
and eternal arrived at the pleasure giving land of Kabul, these 
some events emerged out of the genius (mind) of this humble 
being ( i.e. the poet himself) and were arranged in a poetical 
order and were included in the treatise entitled Waqa-uz-Zaman 
which contains strange and interesting stories. I separately 
composed these particular events and episode and presented it 
before the queen( who is capable of eclipsing as the heaven, 
who is the decoration for the worldsi and who is the dignified I 
wife of the king, may she live and prosper happily) and got 
, it dedicated to her name so that the tempestuous shout of this 
Fathnama which is the pioneer (foremost anodel) work of all 
, Fatahnamas of great kings of the world, may reach the highest 
altitude of heavens and the talk thereof may go round in every 
assembly. May yo\ir wishes be always fulfilled till eternity 
and may your name remain str\3ck on the coin of the foundation 
of the world. 
I hope it will receive the favow and admiration of yoiap 
eyes, which has the power of Elixir, and will receive all 
auspicio\js apprenation of the contemporaries patronage of all 
the people of the world and thias will attain a place of honour 
and distinction* 
